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FOREWORD
The Asia Pacific region has been focused on LNG, as the region consumes more LNG than any other
regions in the world. In November 2019, the largest global LNG importer, Japan, celebrated the
50th anniversary of the introduction of LNG. The arrival of the first LNG cargo from Alaska helped
transform Japan’s energy mix from heavily relying on coal to a more diversified fuel mix. The year
also marked the 30th anniversary of Australia exporting LNG to Japan. As the LNG market
expanded, it became more global with trade reaching more areas than ever. LNG trade and
demand are expected to continue to grow, especially during the energy transition period as
economies switch away from carbon-intensive fuels.
Over the last decade, the LNG market has been experiencing changing dynamics and challenges. As
the largest LNG consuming region in the world, it is essential for APEC economies to understand
these changes in order to better prepare for them. This study examines the changes facing the LNG
industry and provides insights and implications for APEC economies to review and factor into their
energy policies.
I very much hope our Oil and Gas Security Studies (OGSS) series will continue to serve as useful
information to help APEC economies to better address their oil and gas security policies. We will
continue to work closely with governments and all other stakeholders to support your efforts for
an affordable and secure energy future.

Kazutomo IRIE
President
Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre
September 2020
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Natural gas is projected to be the fastest-growing fossil fuel in APEC region, with supply increasing
by 57% to 2 633 Mtoe in 2050. The strong growth is underpinned by expected fuel switching in the
industry and power sectors. Net LNG imports in the region grow by 140% through 2050, indicating
that natural gas will play an essential role in the energy mix in APEC. As the largest LNG importing
region in the world, it is important to understand the changing dynamics in the LNG market and
the implications for supply security.
This report has five sections. The first section defines the scope of the study and discusses the
definition of LNG supply security. The second section examines the recent changes in LNG project
development, such as changes in LNG contracts, the increasing share of portfolio players and
difficulties for LNG project construction. The third section reviews the transformation of LNG
shipping, including technical developments in LNG carriers, changes in the LNG carrier market and
how the portfolio model affects the carrier business model. The fourth section delves into the
challenges of developing LNG terminals and gas storage. The last section summarises all the
dynamics and challenges discussed in the previous chapters and outlines implications. The key
findings and implications of the report are summarised below.

Significant changes in LNG contracts
Long-term contracts have always been the backbone of LNG project development. However, some
of the rigid aspects of long-term contracts have been going through some significant changes in
past few years, including the changing share of long-term contracts, weakening oil-indexation and
more destination-free contracts.
As more LNG projects entered commercial production between 2014 and 2017, especially in
Australia and the United States, oversupply resulted in a robust spot market and a drop in the
share of long-term contracts in overall signed contracts, from 70% to 30% in four years. However,
just when the market questioned whether the era of long-term contracts has passed, the
percentage of long-term contracts increased to 90% in 2019, driven by demand growth through
2024 and avoidance of spot price volatility.
In practice, 12%-15% of the long-term contract price is linked to the oil price. However, the linkage
weakened since 2014, decreasing by 3% by 2018 as more liquefaction capacity came online. In
addition, the percentage of destination-free contracts signed grew from 25% of total contracts in
2017 to 89% in 2019, showing the power of the current buyers’ market.
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Increasing share of portfolio players strengthens LNG supply security and shapes
LNG shipping industry
An LNG portfolio player is defined as a company that holds a portfolio of LNG supply from
different regions as well as various shipping, storage and regasification assets. The LNG contracts
signed by portfolio players have been increasing fast in recent years. This implies the LNG business
model has gradually shifted from a traditional point-to-point business model to a portfolio
business model.
The portfolio model entails flexibility of supply sources and efficient cargo delivery. This helps to
promote the final investment decision (FID) of progressing LNG projects, with portfolio players’
abundant capital and large trade capacity, as well as bridging between sellers and buyers in
making large deals in the dynamic market, and ultimately contributes to stronger LNG supply
security.
The shift of business model also changes the way LNG carriers operate. They are required to
operate in a more complex and flexible manner, such as short notice of shipping service, uncertain
routes to various buyers, shorter contract commitment and ability to divert cargoes, etc. Also,
daily charter rates paid to carriers depend on the flexibility that the carrier offers. The portfolio
model gives LNG carriers an opportunity to optimise their operations via advanced trading
algorithms in real-time while increasing flexibilities to accommodate the complex services
required.

Modular construction approach offers a solution to ballooning costs of LNG
projects
Several LNG projects have experienced cost over-runs because of construction difficulties and
rising labour costs in Australia and the United States. As the average liquefaction capacity of new
LNG projects increases, it poses a greater risk of cost over-runs of these mega LNG projects. To
improve the cost and time efficiency of LNG project construction, the modular construction
approach was introduced. The modular approach significantly drives down construction costs and
time by streamlining the manufacturing process.
The Yamal LNG project in Russia is the best successful example, where the construction was
completed before the scheduled deadline even under extreme weather conditions. Calcasieu Pass
LNG in the US also adopted the same approach by having 18 LNG trains with only 0.626 million
tons per annum (mtpa) capacity. The “design one, build many” technology not only reduces the
construction time and costs, but also allows the liquefaction site greater flexibility to meet the
changing demands of customers.
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Technological advancement contributes to higher usage of BOG and IMO rules
compliance in LNG shipping
LNG carriers have been going through technological evolution. The most fuel efficient and
advanced LNG carrier propulsion systems are slow speed two-stroke dual fuel engines: the high
pressure mechanically operated electronically controlled, gas injection (ME-GI) and X-DF. The
orders for LNG carriers with these two systems have increased significantly since 2018, especially
X-DF. ME-GI and X-DF not only increase the use of boil-off gas (BOG) during shipping, but the
design of X-DF also allows the carrier to comply with International Maritime Organization’s (IMO)
restriction on sulphur contents and NOx emissions.
As IMO applies stricter rules, there will be a growing demand for LNG as a fuel for LNG carriers, as
it is nearly sulphur-free and has lower NOx emissions. Another implication is that vessel
obsolescence is expected to increase because of non-compliance with environmental regulations,
poor economics, and lack of flexibility. However, these obsolete vessels could be converted into
floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) units, floating storage and regasification units
(FSRU) or Floating Storage Units (FSU) to contribute to LNG production and supply again.

Government’s role is required for LNG terminal and gas storage development
The physical characteristics of LNG makes it highly difficult to develop related facilities. Several
requirements must be met such as adequate demand, reliable and competitive sources of supply,
and clear legal frameworks. The examples in Korea, Thailand and Viet Nam demonstrate the
significance of how a clear and supportive legal framework could be beneficial for gas supply
security by allowing private sector participation in LNG imports, and terminal and storage
development.
In addition, adequate communication is also required for LNG terminal development. The
examples of the Taoyuan LNG terminal in Chinese Taipei and Chile’s Penco LNG terminal
demonstrate how environmental concerns and insufficient communication with stakeholders
could delay project development. The controversies between local communities, and project
developers and regulators resulted in lengthy delays and possible project cancelation (in the case
of Chile’s Penco LNG terminal). These two examples underscore the importance of improving the
scope and quality of both the environmental impact assessments and engagement with local
communities in developing LNG importing infrastructure. This is particularly important in the APEC
region, as developing LNG import terminals is fundamental not only to energy security but also to
emissions reduction.
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The importance of gas storage on supply security
Often the security of LNG importing sources and diversification to improve supply security are
highlighted, but seldom is the importance of domestic gas storage in supply security examined.
The gas supply shortage in winter 2017 in China highlighted the lack of a gas pipeline network
connecting LNG receiving terminals and the gas demand region, as well as the lack of gas storage
in the demand region. In 2019, China set up a new state-owned company to take charge of
building and interconnecting the main oil and gas pipelines to form a unified network, along with
gas storage capacity expansion.
However, the most common type of gas storage facility (underground gas storage) only exists in
six APEC economies because of the special geological requirements. Above ground gas storage
serves the same function but only exists in major LNG importing economies such as Japan, Korea
and Chinese Taipei. There are still some APEC economies, such as Chile, Mexico and Thailand, that
have limited gas storage capacity but have growing gas demand. Investment in gas storage
capacity in these economies could enhance both their energy security and their energy system
resiliency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Natural gas demand is projected to grow by 57%, the most rapid among fossil fuels in the APEC
region, rising from 1 700 million tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2016 to 2 633 Mtoe in 2050,
according to the 7th Edition of APEC Energy Demand and Supply Outlook (APERC, 2019). The
increasing gas demand is mostly driven by use in industry and power generation. More fuel
switching is expected given that natural gas emits 50-60% less carbon dioxide than coal (EIA,
2019).
Gas demand in the APEC region is expected to be met by both pipeline gas and LNG imports.
Pipeline gas imports are projected to grow by 20% and LNG by 185% between 2016 and 2050
(APERC, 2019). This indicates that LNG will become the major source of gas and will play a more
vital role in the energy mix in APEC. It makes LNG supply security critical for gas importers,
especially for those importers that have no access to gas pipeline imports and hence rely on LNG
imports, as well as for those that already have gas pipeline imports but wish to diversify gas
sources via LNG imports.
Significant changes are taking place in LNG markets. For example, the LNG market is becoming
more globalized as the numbers and types of LNG traders increases. Global LNG trade hit a record
high of 316.5 million tons (Mt) in 2018 (IGU, 2019). High LNG prices in Japan also dropped from
about USD 13/MMBtu in 2015 to USD 9/MMBtu, reflecting declining oil-indexed LNG prices (IGU,
2019).
These changes bring challenges and uncertainties to LNG market. LNG has a long and complex
supply chain, from exploration development, production, gas processing, liquefaction, shipping,
regasification and storage, all the way to final distribution to end-users. Failure of any one
segment could adversely affect other segments and ultimately affect LNG supply security. This
report examines the key challenges in the supply chain under changing LNG market dynamics and
finally proposes suggestions to the LNG importing economies on how to mitigate and manage
these challenges and ultimately improve LNG supply security.

Definition of LNG supply security
While definitions for energy security abound in the literature, there are fewer definitions for the
supply security of LNG. The most extensive discussion is in The IEA Natural Gas Security Study
published by the OECD in 1995. It states that gas security is best seen in terms of risk management
and that gas security risks fall into two categories: risk of disruptions to existing supplies such as
politics, accidents or extreme weather conditions; and long-term risk that new supplies cannot be
brought online to meet growing demand because of economic or political changes (IEA, 1995).
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Another paper that defines gas supply security is Security of European Natural Gas Supplies – The
Impact of import dependence and liberalization authored by Jonathan Stern in 2002. Stern also
defines gas security along two dimensions: first, short-term supply availability versus long-term
adequacy and the infrastructure for delivering this supply to market; and second, operational
security of gas markets such as strains of extreme weather versus strategic supply such as
catastrophic failure of supply sources and facilities (Stern, 2002).
Stern further divides the threats to supply into sources of gas supplies, the transit of gas supplies
and the facilities through which gas is delivered. Hereby, this report deals mainly with challenges
in these three segments.

Objective and scope of the study
The objective of the study is to assess the key challenges along the LNG supply chain in order to
provide risk mitigation measures and identify policy implications for the LNG importing economies
in the APEC region in order to improve their LNG supply security.
Therefore, the study only covers challenges on the supply side, including gas production,
liquefaction plant construction, and shipping and receiving terminals. Anything related to domestic
gas distribution and demand issues is not included in the study.
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2 CHANGING DYNAMICS IN LNG CONTRACTS,
PORTFOLIO PLAYERS AND PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
Changing LNG contracts
There are various types of contracts in different stages of LNG supply chain. For example,
production sharing contracts (PSC) or licenses are contracted in the upstream exploration stage.
Heads of Agreement (HOA) or Memorandums of Understanding (MoU) are signed in the
negotiation process before inking the actual deal. The contract this study refers to is Sale and
Purchase Agreement (SPA). The SPA is the definitive contract signed between a seller and buyer
for the sale and purchase of a quantity of LNG for LNG delivery during a specified period at a
specified price (PwC, 2006).

Contract duration is changing
Long-term SPAs1 have always been the backbone of LNG project development since both sellers
and buyers need them to justify the investment in liquefaction projects and receiving terminals,
given that these projects are capital-intensive. A liquefaction plant would not reach FID without
having long-term contracts signed. An average of 85% of the liquefaction throughput is tied into
these long-term contracts to enable developers to secure project finance (IEA, 2017).
However, the share of long-term contracts dropped from about 70% to 30% between 2014 and
2017 (See Figure 2.1). This was mainly driven by the strong growth of supply in LNG market. Global
liquefaction capacity grew by 39 million tons per annum (mtpa) to 340 mtpa between 2014 and
2017 driven by new projects such as Gorgon LNG in Australia and Sabine Pass LNG in the United
States, as well additional trains being added to existing projects in Gladstone LNG, Queensland
Curtis LNG and Malaysia LNG (IGU, 2015; IGU, 2017).

There is no specific definition of the duration of long-, medium- and short-term contracts. Usually long-term is more
than 10 years, medium-term is 5-10 years and short-term is less than 5 years.

1
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Figure 2.1 • Contract length of signed LNG SPAs, 2014-19

Source: (IEA, 2019a).

Liquefaction capacity further grew to 406 mtpa in the 2018. This growth was largely driven by
Yamal LNG in Russia; Wheatstone LNG and Ichthys LNG in Australia; and Corpus Christi LNG, Cove
Point LNG and Sabine Pass in the United States. In addition, Kribi floating liquefaction unit (FLNG)
in Cameroon, the world’s first FLNG converted from an LNG carrier, also contributed 2.4 mtpa
(IGU, 2019).
As a result, the supply glut of LNG coupled with sluggish oil prices drove LNG contract prices down.
The average Japanese import price declined from about USD 15/MMBtu to USD 7/MMBtu
between 2014 and 2017 (IGU, 2017). Consequently, buyers were hesitant to sign long-term
contracts at prices underpinning liquefaction projects, which made the share of long-term
contracts fall to a very low level of 30 % in 2017.
However, the LNG market remains dynamic. The share of long-term SPAs in 2018 surged to 74%
and further to 92% in 2019, the highest in six years. The IEA’s analysis suggested that the change
was driven by strong growth in LNG demand and projected that world LNG trade would grow by
another 26% between 2018 and 2024. This shift was also driven by the need to avoid spot price
volatility (IEA, 2019a). Northeast Asia spot prices have high volatility and one of the reasons is
seasonal variation. The spot prices rise in the winter because China buys large amounts of LNG on
a spot basis, while in summer the prices fall as demand decreases. In 2018, Northeast Asia spot
prices fell from USD9.88/MMBtu in January to USD7.20/MMBtu in May (IGU, 2019).
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Oil-indexation is weakening
There are three major natural gas pricing mechanisms in the world. In North America, the Henry
Hub gas price is the main benchmark while in the Northern Europe, the U.K. National Balancing
Point (NBP) is the benchmark. However, natural gas trade in the Asia-Pacific region does not yet
have a benchmark that is widely accepted. Therefore, LNG contract prices are traditionally linked
to crude oil prices such as Brent crude or the Japanese Crude Cocktail (JCC). The rationale of oil
indexation is that end-users have choices between burning natural gas and oil products, so that
using oil prices as a benchmark offers gas a discount to oil parity which stimulates greater use of
gas.
A typical LNG price formula is P = A*crude oil price + B, where P is the LNG import price, A is the
slope linking oil and gas which is usually between 12% and 15%, and B is a constant (IEEJ, 2003)
(World Bank, 2018). The slope indicates the level of oil-to-gas indexation; the larger the slope, the
tighter the linkage. However, the slope started to decline in 2014 as liquefaction capacity from
Global Gas Australia
Security Review
2019the United States continued to come online
1. Update
on LNGcapacity
market flexibility
metrics FIDs
and
and new
obtained
(See Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2 • Average oil-linked contract slopes by signing year, 2014-18

Average oil-linked contract slopes by signing year (2014–18)

Source:Source:
IEA analysis
based
on ICIS (2019), ICIS LNG Edge, https://lngedge.icis.com/ (subscription required).
(IEA,
2019a).

However, oil-to-gas competition is seeing a transition in Europe where such pricing is gradually
Novel approaches to price linkages have started2 to gain momentum. Since the beginning of this
being
replaced
gas-on-gas
competition.
similar
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since the first
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crossthat oil-linked contract volumes signed in the Asia Pacific will continue to decrease while gas hubcommodity risk and aims to better mirror supply and demand fundamentals. However, lack of liquidity
linked
contract volumes continue to grow through 2024, presenting a shift from oil indexation to
and price visibility on the physical market (and through associated derivative instruments) remain
gas-to-gas
concerns. indexation (IEA, 2019a).
The analysis of LNG contracts by price formula – addressing the split between oil-indexed and gas-togas pricing, by export and import, by region and country – shows a recent trend towards gas-to-gas
2 The gas-on-gas competition in Europe is mostly UK NBP and Dutch TTF (Title Transfer Facility).
indexation in both LNG export and import contracts since the first US LNG shipment in 2016. Gas hublinked LNG contracts (especially to Henry Hub, but also to the Title Transfer Facility [TTF] or the
National Balancing Point [NBP]) are gaining a larger share of contracts signed than in previous years,
not only in Europe but also in Asia. Over 75% of oil-indexed LNG is delivered to the Asia Pacific region,
with Europe accounting for most of the rest (Figure 26).
Figure 26.

Oil indexed vs gas-to-gas indexed import volume (2014–24)
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not only in Europe but also in Asia. Over 75% of oil-indexed LNG is delivered to the Asia Pacific region,
with Europe accounting for most of the rest (Figure 26).

Figure 2.3 • Oil indexed vs gas-to-gas indexed import volumes by region, 2014-24

Figure 26.

Oil indexed vs gas-to-gas indexed import volume (2014–24)

Note:
Contracts
linked to a specific destination/origin have been excluded from the analysis.
Source:
(IEA,not
2019a).
Source: IEA analysis based on ICIS (2019), ICIS LNG Edge, https://lngedge.icis.com/ (subscription required).

A destination clause is a contract term usually attached to an LNG SPA to restrict the buyer’s
ability to resell purchased LNG to destinations that are not specified in the contract. The main
reason to include the clause is to prevent competition
with the seller as well as to ensure LNG
PAGE | 31
supply security for the buyers.

However, this long-practiced convention has lately been changed. In June 2017, the Japan Fair
Trade Commission (JFTC) released a review Survey on LNG Trades – Ensuring of fair competition in
LNG trades. The review stated that inclusion of a destination restriction clause3 in LNG contracts is
highly likely to be in violation of the Antimonopoly Act. JFTC advised LNG sellers not to impose a
destination clause that restrains competition when signing contracts.
The destination clause, in fact, is not a new concern. Back in 2000, the European Commission
started a series of investigations about whether the territorial sales restrictions4 in LNG contracts
breach European Union (EU) competition law. The Commission reached settlements with
companies in most cases although some cases are still pending. Another case is Singapore. In
2014, Singapore’s government requires that LNG importers must ensure there are no destination
clauses in their upstream Sales Purchase Agreements (EMA, 2014).

A destination restriction clause requires the buyer to take delivery at a specified port or only sell the LNG in a specified
geographic area.
3

4

A destination clause is referred to as a territorial restriction in the EU.
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The JFTC review triggered a series of discussions as well as change in practices. Tokyo Gas aims to
sign deals that come without destination clauses (Reuters, 2019a). In May 2019, JERA announced
that they had signed a 17-year contract with Anadarko5 to import LNG from Mozambique. JERA
stated that the destination clause is in line with the JFTC report (JERA, 2019). The changing
attitude is also seen in ASEAN. The ASEAN Council on Petroleum (ASCOPE) published a
standardised LNG contract template with limited destination restrictions, promoting LNG trade in
the ASEAN common gas market.
Destination-free contracts not only allow buyers to have more flexibility when their LNG demand
is unexpectedly low, but also let them optimise their portfolios when there is a better trading
opportunity. The share of contracts signed with a flexible destination increased to 69% in 2018 and
89% in 2019 (see Figure 2.4). This shows that the suppliers are more willing to remove destination
clauses
in the current buyers’ market.
Global Gas Security Review 2019
1. Update on LNG market flexibility metrics
Figure 2.4 • Contracts signed by destination clause, 2014-19
Figure 24.

Contracts signed each year by destination clause (2014–19)

Source:
(IEA,
Notes: Based
on the2019a).
volumes of contracts concluded and linked to projects that have already taken FID. Sales from portfolios are also

included. 2019 data include only the information available at the time of writing. Destination flexibility is determined using proprietary
data based on ICIS LNG Edge supplemented with public data. Where data is unavailable, destination flexibility is interpreted from contract
sales basis, agent profile, and market situation.
Source: IEA analysis based on ICIS (2019), ICIS LNG Edge, https://lngedge.icis.com/ (subscription required).

Increasing share of portfolio players

Almost 70% of all
signedplayers
in 2018 have destination flexibility.
Definition
ofcontracts
portfolio

An LNG portfolio player is defined as a company that holds a portfolio of LNG supply from
Figure 25. LNG export capacity by destination flexibility (2014–24)
different regions as well as various shipping, storage and regasification assets (IEEJ, 2018). And this
is not a one-size-fits-all definition, as different LNG players have different business strategies and
business models, as well as different levels of diversification of supply sources and market outlets.
Portfolio players have contributed and are expected to continue contributing to development of
more flexible LNG markets by handing over and receiving cargoes at different locations around the
Total acquired Anadarko’s LNG assets in Mozambique in September 2019, which makes Total the current contractor
with JERA.
5

Note: It is assumed that expiring contracts are not renewed, with no specific assumption on any contract yet to be signed. SPA and equity
entitlement contracts only.
Source: IEA analysis based on ICIS (2019), ICIS LNG Edge, https://lngedge.icis.com/ (subscription required).

Fixed destinations continue to account for the majority of volumes in the market, although this is forecast to
fall as new contracting activity reflects increased destination flexibility until 2024, when flexible volumes
represent the largest share of the market.

On the basis described above for Figure 25, the period 2018–24 would show a total reduction in fixed
destination volumes of 63 bcm due to the expiry of legacy contracts. Over the same period, LNG
export contracts with flexible destination would add about 92 bcm, mostly from the United States. At
the time of writing, the currently uncontracted volume would reach around 229 bcm by 2024, or
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world, responding to market signals. LNG volumes owned by portfolio players have increased not
only in the short-term sales but also in the long-term contract markets. More recently, an
increasing number of and different types of LNG market players are trying to take on portfolio
activities these days.

Types of LNG market players
This study categorises LNG portfolio players into three types: a multinational oil and gas company,
a utility company or a trading company. The first type of portfolio players includes the oil and gas
majors such as BP, Shell and ExxonMobil; the second type is energy companies that are not oil and
gas majors, for instance, Petronas and Osaka Gas. Petronas is a Malaysian state-owned oil and gas
company and it has investment in overseas LNG assets, including Egyptian LNG in Egypt and
Gladstone LNG in Australia as well as domestic LNG assets including MLNG 1 Satu, MLNG 2 Dua,
MLNG 3 Tiga, MLNG T9 and PFLNG Satu. In addition, Petronas also participated in LNG Canada
with a 25% equity stake. Osaka Gas also has various LNG assets including Freeport LNG in the US,
Qalhat LNG in Oman, Gorgon LNG and Ichthys LNG in Australia. The last type is trading company
like Mitsubishi and Mitsui. They actively participate in LNG projects worldwide in the US, Oman,
Qatar, UAE, Australia, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Russia and Equatorial Guinea. These Japanese
trading companies make significant contributions toward stabilising LNG supply in Japan with
various LNG assets around the world (GIIGNL, 2020).
Of these three types, the multinational oil and gas company is the most active of the LNG portfolio
players. Therefore, this study chose to analyse multinational oil and gas companies’ major LNG
assets to further illustrate the meaning of portfolio. Table 2.1 lists the major LNG projects,
regasification terminals that multinational energy companies currently participate in, as well as
the FIDs taken in 2018 and 2019 and the portfolio contracts that are in force. All these major gas
players have rich LNG portfolios ranging from LNG upstream operations to shipping carriers and
regasification terminals. With the diversity of portfolios, they can serve customers with greater
flexibility and meet growing demand more easily.
Shell has a wealth of LNG production projects in 10 countries and leads the LNG market. It had
35.6 Mt of LNG liquefaction volumes in 2019 (Shell, 2019). Shell has major interests in two
regasification terminals, Hazira in India with 100% of ownership and Dragon in UK with 50% of
ownership (GIIGNL, 2020). The company has been growing mainly by acquisition, of Repsol’s LNG
assets in 2014 and BG group in 2015 (Shell, 2014) (Shell, 2016). In 2018, Shell took an FID along
with other four participants (Petronas, PetroChina, Mitsubishi and Kogas) on LNG Canada with the
largest share of 40%. The expected production is 14 mtpa (Shell, 2018a).
After the acquisition of Engie and Anadarko’s LNG assets, Total became the world’s second largest
LNG player (Total, 2018; Total, 2019a). It has currently 13 LNG projects on stream with 40 Mt of
LNG capacity around the world, a 10% of share of the world market. It expects to further reach 50
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Mt in 2025. Its major LNG projects are Yamal LNG and Ichthys LNG. It also owns 8.35% of the
largest regasification terminal, South Hook in Europe (Total, 2019b; GIIGNL, 2020).
ExxonMobil has participation in production of 86 mtpa of LNG, which is nearly 25% of global LNG
production. ExxonMobil’s major interests are located in Qatar and Papua New Guinea (PNG) and is
operating PNG LNG with production of 8.5 mtpa. In addition to existing LNG projects, ExxonMobil
took an FID in 2019 on Golden Pass in the US in 2019 with its partner Qatar Petroleum. This
project is positioned to export low-cost LNG to customers in Europe and Asia (ExxonMobil, 2019b;
GIIGNL, 2020).
As one of world’s largest oil and gas companies, BP’s LNG portfolio includes a mix of long-term
equity projects and mid-term and spot purchases. The company currently has five LNG projects
and one regasification terminal in Guangdong, China, with 30% equity stake (BP, 2020). In addition
to these projects, BP also signed an agreement with the Alaska Gasline Development Corporation
(AGDC) together with ExxonMobil to collaborate on ways to advance the Alaska LNG project
(AGDC, 2019). In 2018, BP signed a Gas Sales Precedent Agreement with AGDC, which is an
important milestone for pushing the project forward (BP, 2018a).
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Table 2.1 • Major portfolio players’ LNG portfolio assets
LNG
regasification
terminals

On-stream LNG projects

FID taken
in 2018 and 2019

Portfolio contracts
in force

Shell

12 projects
Brunei: Brunei LNG
Australia: North West Shelf, Queensland
Curtis LNG, Gorgon LNG, Prelude FLNG
Russia: Sakhalin-2
India: Hazira
Egypt: Egyptian LNG
UK: Dragon
Oman: Oman LNG
Gibralter: Gasnor
Qatar: Qatargas IV
Nigeria: Nigeria LNG
Trinadad & Tabago: Atlantic LNG
Peru: Peru LNG

Total

13 projects
Angola: Angola LNG
Egypt: Egyptian LNG
Nigeria: Nigeria LNG
Norway: Norway LNG
Russia: Yamal LNG
US: Cameron LNG
Oman: Oman LNG
Qatar: Qatargas I T1-T3, Qatargas II T2
UAE: ADNOC LNG
Yemen: Yemen LNG
Australia: Gladstone LNG, Ichthys LNG

Mozambique: Mozambique LNG
US: Cameron LNG, Golden
(12.9 Mtpa)
13 contracts (~7.7
Pass
Russia: Arctic LNG-2 (19.8 Mtpa) Mtpa)
UK: South Hook LNG
Nigeria: NLNG Train 7 (7.6 Mtpa)

ExxonMobil

7 projects
Qatar: Qatargas I T1-T3, Qatargas II T1T2, Rasgas I T1-T2, Rasgas II T1-T3,
Rasgas III T1-T2
Australia: Gorgon LNG
Papua New Guinea: PNG LNG

Italy: Adriatic LNG
UK: South Hook LNG

US: Golden Pass (15.6 Mtpa)

1 contract (~1Mtpa)

5 projects
Australia: North West Shelf
Angola: Angola LNG
Trinadad & Tabago: Atlantic LNG
UAE: ADNOC LNG
Indonesia: Tangguh LNG

China: Guangdong LNG

Mauritania, Senagal: Great
Tortue Ahmeyim FLNG Phase 1
(2.5 Mtpa)

7 contracts (~11.6
Mtpa)

None

3 contracts (~1.82
Mtpa)

BP

Chevron

4 projects
Angola: Angola LNG
None
Australia: North West Shelf, Gorgon LNG,
Wheatstone LNG

Nigeria: NLNG Train 7 (7.6 Mtpa)
18 contracts (~31 Mtpa)
Canada: LNG Canada (14 Mtpa)

Sources: (BP, 2020), (GIIGNL, 2020), (Shell, 2020a) and (Shell, 2020b).
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The concerns over emerging portfolio players for consumers
The emergence of portfolio players does not necessarily mean a growing number of the players
because of the nature of portfolio model. In order to take maximum advantage of their portfolios,
players often make alliance deals, including outright mergers and transfers of LNG assets. For
instance, Royal Dutch Shell acquired BG Group in 2016; Total acquired Engie’s portfolio of
upstream LNG assets in 2018. The LNG industry has seen in recent years deals among the biggest
players.
There may be legitimate concern from LNG consumers that the LNG market may be dominated by
a small number of powerful LNG sellers, as these portfolio players might control most of the LNG
supply assets through acquisitions. Such powerful sellers could offer very attractive deals to
consumers thanks to their power – including different pricing arrangements and more flexible
delivery conditions.
In short, portfolio players have contributed, and are expected to contribute, to enhanced security
of supply, although there has been concern over market concentrations by those portfolio players
as well.

Contributions of portfolio players to LNG supply security
More flexibility on supply sources and more efficient cargo delivery
As the gap among regional gas prices became narrower in past few years, LNG sellers watched
their profit margins decline as they can only provide certain supply sources according to their
contracts. However, the contracts signed with LNG portfolio players provide the sellers flexibility
on supply sources without specifying certain supply sources, which can allow the sellers keep
certain profit margins by optimising their LNG assets.
In this regard, a portfolio seller can arrange and operate its LNG assets such as LNG terminals and
LNG carriers to optimise LNG cargo delivery. LNG shipping route arrangement plays a crucial role
as LNG assets are widely spread around the world. This benefits not only the sellers but also the
buyers, which can receive the cargoes more efficiently and quickly.
Responding quickly to fluctuating market demand
In recent years, LNG buyers have been demanding flexible supply contracts because of
uncertainties regarding future LNG demands. LNG portfolio players have started to offer
destination-free contracts to respond to the demands. LNG projects in the US also helped boost
the share of destination-free contracts, reaching 40% of LNG traded in 2018 (IEA, 2019b). As
mentioned above, an LNG portfolio player can enhance flexibility in the LNG market by assembling
multiple LNG supply sources. An LNG portfolio player can optimize its position by having various
ways of selling its LNG volumes.
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Figure 2.5 shows the contracted volume by types of contractors in 2018 and 2019. Portfolio deals
are now common for both spot and term contracts. Point-to-point contracts accounted for 31% of
total contracts in 2018, but only 20% in 2019. The largest portfolios traders are BP, Shell, Total,
Chevron and ExxonMobil.
Figure 2.5 • Contracted volumes by type of contractors, 2018 and 2019
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source: (GIIGNL, 2019).

Promoting FID of progressing LNG projects
LNG portfolio players can have a big role in developing an LNG production projects. Their
abundant capital and large trade capacity enable them to be relatively competitive to those with
less flexibility. This advantage allows them to help facilitate the financing of LNG projects through
signing up for the entire offtake of LNG projects. For example, Shell took an FID on LNG Canada
and announced a $31 billion investment in 2018 with the largest share of 40% among the joint
venture participants6 (Bloomberg, 2018; Shell, 2018b). In the same year, BP also announced an FID
for phase I of Greater Tortue Ahmeyim LNG, which is a cross-border development offshore
Mauritania and Senegal. Greater Tortue is the deepest offshore project in Africa up to date with
joint participants BP, Kosmos Energy, Societe des Petroles du Senegal (Petrosen) and Societe
Mauritanienne des Hydrocarbures (SMHPM). BP as the operator holds the largest share of 60% of
Senegal’s block and 62% of Mauritania’s block (BP, 2018b). In the US, ExxonMobil made an FID

6

The other participants are PETRONAS (25%), PetroChina (15%), Mitsubishi Corporation (15%) and KOGAS (5%).
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with its partner Qatar Petroleum on the Golden Pass LNG export project with an estimated
investment of more than $10 billion (ExxonMobil, 2019a).
In the case of these LNG projects, LNG portfolio players have agreed to take and sell LNG to
buyers. Therefore, the sales risk is on the portfolio players instead of other companies
participating in the LNG project. In addition, these portfolio players also have to plan how to raise
funds. The financial strength of the portfolio players allowed them to take risks about marketing
and financing and hence made these LNG projects possible.
Table 2.2 • LNG project’s FIDs taken in 2018 and 2019
Expected production
(Mtpa)
US: Corpus Christi Train 3

FID in 2018

FID in 2019

Participants

SPA signed

4.5

Cheniere

CNPC

Canada: LNG Canada

14

Shell, Petronas, PetroChina,
Mitsubishi, Kogas

(HOA) Toho Gas, Tokyo
Gas, Vitol, JERA

Mauritania, Senagal: Great Tortue
Ahmeyim FLNG Phase 1

2.5

BP, Kosmos Energy, Petrosen,
SMHPM

Kosmos Energy

US: Calcasieu Pass

10

Venture Global LNG

Shell, BP, Edison SPA,
Galp, Repsol, PGNiG

US: Golden Pass

15.6

US: Sabine Pass Train 6

4.5

Mozambique: Mozambique LNG

12.9

Russia: Arctic LNG-2

19.8

Nigeria: NLNG Train 7

7.6

Shell, CNOOC, Tokyo
Gas-Centrica
Cheniere
Petronas, Vitol
Shell, Pertamina,
Total, Mitsui, ENH, ONGC, Bharat JERA/CPC, EDF, Tohoku
PetroResources, PTTEP, Oil India Electric Power, Tokyo
Gas/Centrica
Total, Novatek, CNPC, CNOOC,
CNOOC, CNPC, Mitsui,
Mitsui, JOGMEC
JOGMEC
ExxonMobil, Qatar Petroleum

NNPC, Shell, Total, Eni

Shell, Total, ENI, BG,
Occidental Energy

Sources: (Natural Gas Intelligence, 2018), (Offshore Energy, 2018), (Rigzone, 2018), (Gas Strategies, 2019), (Oil & Gas
Journal, 2019a), (Wood Mackenzie, 2019), (GIIGNL, 2020) and (LNG Industry, 2020).

Bridging between sellers and buyers in a market transition period
An LNG portfolio player can be a bridge between buyers and sellers. An LNG portfolio player has
diverse supply sources around the world and a sales force taking advantage of its large LNG assets.
When it is hard for a seller and a buyer to directly deal with each other, an LNG portfolio player
can act as an intermediary. In short, even if the needs of a buyer and a seller don’t match or the
relationship between them isn’t established well, an LNG portfolio player can leverage its assets
and reliability to solve the problem by taking LNG from sellers and reselling it to buyers.
This is particularly the case in a transition period of the LNG market. While LNG buyers demand
flexibility in LNG transactions, sellers still prefer a conventional long-term sales contract with a
Take or Pay clause to assure return on investment in an LNG project.
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An LNG portfolio player may be able to respond to buyers' diverse needs for flexibility, including
fewer destination restrictions and delivery flexibility by combining multiple LNG sources.
The total LNG production capacity controlled by major LNG portfolio players and major LNG
players with multiple supply sources - including Shell, Total, BP, Woodside, Petronas, ExxonMobil
and ConocoPhillips - represents almost 40% of the global total (JOGMEC, 2020). This in turn means
that those players are very influential in the LNG market. They are expected to lead the evolution
of the LNG market and support more flexible and expanded LNG trades.

Challenges during LNG projects construction phase
Ballooning cost of LNG production projects
According to IEEJ Outlook 2020, USD 2.7 trillion investment will be required worldwide in LNG
related facilities including liquefaction plants, receiving terminals tankers etc. between 2018 and
2050. The LNG market in Asia, where natural gas demand is expected to increase by 2.8% annually,
is expected to require a significant share of that investment (IEEJ, 2019). The Shell LNG Outlook
2020 projects that 74% of increased LNG demand in the world by 2040 will be in Asia (Shell,
2020c). However, most LNG production projects that have started operations in recent years have
experienced overruns of construction costs. The resulting unstable financial situation can lead to a
loss of momentum for investment. This section describes the factors that have inflated the costs of
LNG production projects.
Australia: construction difficulties and rising labour costs are main factors in cost overruns
Cost overruns and construction delays in LNG production projects have occurred frequently in the
past. One notable example is the Gorgon LNG project in Western Australia led by Chevron. The
project cost USD 54 billion, USD 17 billion more than the initial estimate at the time of the final
investment decision in September 2009.The project turned out to be very complex and the
sponsors couldn't accurately grasp its magnitude at the initial engineering stage (Chevron, 2009;
Chevron, 2013). Chevron also experienced a USD 5 billion cost overrun at the Wheatstone LNG
project, also in Western Australia. It is suspected that it was mostly due to module manufacturing
delays, although there may have been an engineering error (Reuters, 2016). Especially at a largescale project, small design defects can have a significant impact on the project. Chevron said it
would focus on design review work (The West Australian, 2017).
The latest four projects started in Australia (Gorgon, Wheatstone, Ichthys and Prelude) are
estimated to have experienced cost overruns of USD 37 billion in total. Ichthys LNG experienced
increased costs and delayed operations due to delays in the construction of power generation
facilities that supply the power to the facility (Reuters, 2017). Prelude LNG was delayed because of
design and manufacturing problems (Rystad Energy, 2019).
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In addition to construction delays and manufacturing difficulties, a rise in labour costs pushed up
project costs even further. As many of LNG projects in Australia are megaprojects that use
advanced technologies seldom adopted in the past, few people have relevant skills and
experience, and a shortage of human resources caused delays in construction schedules and
increases in labour costs. Additionally, as some projects were located far from urban areas, the
labour costs for general workers also increased because of transportation and accommodation
costs (Reuters, 2017).
Figure 2.6 • Initial and additional cost of Gorgon, Wheatstone, Prelude LNG and Ichthys
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Sources: (Chevron, 2009; Chevron, 2013; Reuters, 2016; Reuters, 2017; Reuters, 2019b; Rystad Energy, 2019).

United States also facing cost overrun challenges
In 2019, cost overruns in LNG projects also attracted attention in the United States. In the case of
the Cameron LNG project led by Sempra Energy where Train 1 started operation in 2019, Chiyoda
Corporation, a member of the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contractor
consortium, announced a huge loss of USD 953 million dollars, citing increased costs in
construction (Chiyoda Corporation, 2019). The engineering and construction firm for Cameron
LNG, McDermott, also announced an additional cost of USD 815 million between the second and
fourth quarter in 2018 (McDermott, 2018a; McDermott, 2018b; McDermott, 2019). The losses
were mainly from an escalation of labour costs due to a shortage of skilled labour. This occurred
because of the surge in LNG projects in the Gulf Coast region due to rising oil prices during the
construction period and reconstruction labour demand after the damage from Hurricane Harvey.
In addition to the escalating labour costs, the shortage of skilled labour also caused an unstable
supply of workers and lower productivity, which led to cost overruns (Global Construction Review,
2018).
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Cost overruns in recent years have occurred in Australia and the United States. In those two
economies, the intensive upstream development in the same period caused a rise in labour costs,
which contributed to the cost overrun. In the current investment decision boom, although there
are still many projects in the United States, the remaining projects are distributed among Africa,
Russia, and other economies. At least in terms of local workers, a shortage of capacity may not be
as large as in the past.
Increasing size of LNG projects also increases cost overrun risks
The increase in the size of LNG facilities has contributed to the increase in the total cost of LNG
facility construction. The larger the project, the longer the construction period and the greater the
risk of cost overruns because of the market environment and other factors. On the other hand,
increasing the liquefaction capacity leads to a reduction in the cost per unit liquefaction capacity.
In fact, although Gorgon had caused significant cost overruns, the cost per liquefaction capacity is
lower than Wheatstone.
Figure 2.7 compiles the liquefaction capacities of each LNG project by the year of FID. It shows that
the number of LNG projects with liquefaction capacity greater than 10 mtpa increases after 2013,
especially in 2018 and 2019, which puts the LNG projects at a greater risk of cost overrun.
Figure 2.7 • The liquefaction capacity of LNG projects, 1999-2019
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LNG, 2020) (Shell, 2017) (Santos, 2020) (Hydrocarbons, 2020b) (Donggi Senoro, 2020) (Shell, 2020d) (Hydrocarbons, 2020c) (Chevron, 2020b)
(Inpex, 2020) (Venture Global LNG, 2019) (Petronas, 2017) (Australia Pacific LNG, 2020) (Cheniere, 2019a) (Cheniere, 2019b) (Petronas, 2019a)
(Cameron LNG, 2020) (Freeport LNG, 2020) (Dominion Energy , 2020) (Golar LNG, 2020) (Kinder Morgan , 2015) (Eni, 2020) (LNG Canada, 2020)
(BP, 2018c) (Golden Pass LNG, 2020) (Mozambique LNG, 2019) and (Total, 2019c).
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Miscommunication with local government may also result in cost overruns: The Case of Indonesia
Cost increases at the application stage of development are also possible. In Indonesia’s Masela
block acquired by Inpex, the company was initially considering an offshore LNG production project
with FLNG vessels. However, the progress of the project has been significantly delayed because
the Indonesian government was concerned that an offshore LNG project would not increase
Indonesian employment and the company was encouraged to switch to a land-based plan (Inpex,
2019). For new projects (greenfield), coordination with the relevant national and local
governments is a major mission. Delays in permits and political decisions may cause delays of the
project. In addition, since the facility is large, it may be necessary to make additional plans to
reduce environmental impacts.
Environmental concerns could also be a potential risk to financial support
Although it is unlikely now, in the future development of natural gas resources may be heavily
restricted by regulations. Climate change has led to the emergence of banks and investment funds
that are reluctant to invest in coal, or have already stopped doing so. Natural gas is considered to
be a bridging fuel to a low-carbon future, but as a fossil fuel, concerns will eventually grow about
its CO2 emissions.

Cost reduction measures for LNG projects
More realistic about costs
In the wake of cost overruns of LNG projects in Australia and the US, LNG project contractors
expressed their concerns over LNG developers’ planning processes. In 2018, major LNG project
contractors such as Bechtel, Fluor, and McDermott stated that developers should be more realistic
about the costs that are necessary to ensure the completion of projects. As construction of LNG
projects is a major challenge, especially with so many ongoing projects, it is harder to come by
skilled workers. The developers should scrutinize the cost estimates they initially receive. To
commit to not making the same mistake again, McDermott backed away from signing an EPC
contract for NextDacade’s proposed Rio Grande LNG export terminal in Brownsville, because of
unrealistically low cost estimates (Construction Dive, 2018; S&P Global Platts, 2018).
Modular train approach: Calcasieu Pass LNG
Project sponsors always try to keep costs down. Venture Global LNG’s Calcasieu Pass LNG in
Louisiana, which reached an FID in 2019, adopted a highly efficient, modular, mid-scale LNG
liquefaction technology with lower capital costs. Calcasieu Pass LNG has 9 blocks, each consisting
of two 0.626 mtpa trains that altogether would form a 10 mtpa export facility (Venture Global
LNG, 2020).
The technology is different than traditional large-scale and customised trains, as the unit of each
train is smaller and prefabricated offsite with modular designs. The “design one, build many”
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technology not only reduces the construction time and costs, but also allows the liquefaction site
greater flexibility to meet the changing demands of customers (S&P Global Platts, 2017).
The mid-scale trains also allow the investor to disperse the risk by investing in gradual phases. For
example, Cheniere had four phases of investment in Sabine Pass LNG in Louisiana. Sabine Pass LNG
had six trains with each designed for approximately 4.5 mtpa. Phase 1 (train 1 and 2) began in
operation in 2016, and later Phase 2 (train 3 and 4) and Phase 3 (train 5) were also in service in
2017 and 2019 after acquiring commercial deals. Phase 4 (train 6) received an FID in 2019 and will
proceed with construction (Cheniere, 2019a).
The world’s largest modular construction project: Yamal LNG
Yamal LNG is located in the estuary of the Ob River in the Russian Arctic, a region typically icebound for nine months of the year. The project consists of a total of 16.5 mtpa of LNG capacity
which is built in three phases, each featuring a 5.5 mtpa train. One of the biggest challenges of
Yamal LNG is the extreme weather conditions and remoteness of the facility. TechnipFMC, one of
the Engineering, Procurement, Supply, Construction and Commissioning (EPSCC) contractors,
chose a modular construction approach to build 142 modules and 365 pre-assembled pipe racks
weighing more than 480,000 tonnes. Each module is prefabricated in shipyards in Asia and
shipped to Russia. The modular approach not only kept Yamal’s costs within budget, but even
shortened its construction time with the streamlined work. On December 2018, Yamal LNG
reached its full capacity one year earlier than planned (Alten, 2019; Chiyoda Corporation, 2018;
TechnipFMC, 2019).
FLNG technology can reduce costs
The emergence of FLNG may result in lower initial costs, especially in offshore gas fields far from
land. Ships equipped with liquefaction units are built at docks and no land equipment and long
submarine pipelines are required. In April 2017, Malaysia's PFLNG1 led by Petronas launched the
world’s first commercial operation as an FLNG project. Later in 2019, Prelude LNG, the first FLNG
project that took FID, also started shipping LNG cargoes from off the coast of Australia. The
construction period is shorter than that of land-based facilities. After the completion of production
at one site, the FLNG vessel can be transported to another gas field or (temporarily) can be
operated as an LNG carrier, utilising the capacity and function of the vessel. However, there may
be some technical problems such as difficultly in expanding the liquefaction capacity when gas
demand increases.
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Table 2.3 • LNG projects adopting FLNG
Project

Region

Operater

Operation year

Capacity (mtpa)

Petronas FLNG 1

Oceania

Petronas

2017

1.2

Cameroon FLNG

West Africa

Golar

2018

2.4

Prelude

Australia

Total, Inpex, KOGAS, CPC

2019

3.6

Tango

South America (Argentina)

YPF

2019

0.5

Petronas FLNG 2

Oceania

Petronas

2020

1.5

Coral South

East Africa (Mozambique)

Mozambique Rovuma Venture 2022

3.4

Tortue FLNG

West Africa (Senegal,Mouritania) BP,Kosmos Energy

2022

Delfin FLNG

Gulf of Mexico USA

still expecting FID 13

Fairwood paninsula Energy

2.5

Sources: (Petronas, 2017) (Golar LNG, 2020) (Shell, 2020d) (Exmar, 2020) (Petronas, 2019b) (Eni, 2020) and (BP, 2018c).

US launches special office to assess LNG project applications
In July 2019, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) of the United States announced
that it had launched a new division in its Office of Energy Projects to regulate the construction and
operation of LNG export projects as a response to increasing applications. It was expected to
improve the accuracy and rapidity of investigation and evaluations of applications. An office was
scheduled to be established in Houston in the spring of 2020 (FERC, 2019). In Australia, the federal
government is actively supporting expansion of LNG liquefaction facilities. The application process
is expected to be smooth in these economies and there should be fewer risks of project delays.
In the past LNG project operators have been plagued by frequent cost overruns. However, as
shown above, countermeasures are also being considered, and have already been applied to
projects that are currently under construction or are going to reach FIDs. If these projects are
successfully completed, cost risks will be reduced, and such countermeasures will be utilised for
future projects.
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3 HOW THE LNG BUSINESS MODEL SHAPES THE LNG
SHIPPING MARKET
The evolving LNG model
The traditional LNG business model
The role of shipping is to manifest the contractual commitment between buyers and sellers.
Because of this, shipping markets will always be subject to the whims of the market they are
serving and the evolution of the contract structures in that marketplace. Accordingly, this section
will touch on how LNG shipping has been altered by the development of both the LNG market and
its contracting structure over the past two decades.
The traditional LNG business model used contracts to integrate a series of large-scale,
independently operated and capital-intensive facilities into a complete, dedicated value chain,
from the wellhead to the regasification terminal in the buyer’s home market (GIIGNL, 2015;
Tusiani & Shearer, 2007). In Asia, long-term, sale and purchase (SPA) agreements between sellers
and buyers were embedded with fixed destination clauses and oil-indexed prices. Long-term
contracting thus underpinned the entire LNG value chain, providing the certainty needed to reach
a positive FID throughout it.
Sellers were often integrated owners of the entire upstream chain, investing from the wellhead to
the exporting terminals. Such large-scale, risky investment required buyers to commit to
purchasing defined volumes over a long enough period to achieve project financing. Buyers were
often integrated utilities or gas merchants, interested in securing long-term, stable gas supply to
meet the substantial gas requirements of their domestic markets (Finizio, 2019). Long-term
contracts, sometimes in excess of 20 years in length, governed the role of LNG carriers in this
model, obligating them to a fixed route to link LNG from a seller’s export terminal to a buyer’s
regasification terminal.

Embracing flexibility and the emergence of the portfolio player model
However, several market developments over the last few decades have embedded an irreversible
flexibility into the LNG value-chain.7 Because shipping exists to cater to the market it is serving,
7 Such developments include the liberalization of natural gas markets in North America and Europe, the rising aversion to oil-indexation
and destination clauses by Asian buyers, the emergence of new buyers that prefer more flexible supply arrangements, and periods of
oversupply that have depressed prices and encouraged more flexible contracting to capitalize on global arbitrage opportunities. For a
more detailed description please see Howard Rogers’s paper for the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies (OIES) that examines whether
the portfolio model will eventually phase-out oil-indexation (Rogers, 2017).
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LNG carriers have had to change their business models to embrace flexibility, which yields
uncertain carrier routes, a requirement to operate at and shift to and from a variety of operational
speeds, shorter contract commitments and an increased ability to both divert cargoes, and handle
a series of partial cargo deliveries. This has increased the logistical complexity of the service
requirements by LNG carriers.
The rising share of short-term and spot transactions illustrates the shift from point-to-point service
to a more flexible chartering of carrier services. The percentage of LNG supply governed by spot
trades has increased from around 14% in 2006 to 27% in 2019 (GIIGNL, 2020; Howard Rogers,
2017). This indicates that LNG ships that knew of their delivery point by at most 90-days prior to
delivery carried more than a quarter of imports in 2019, an increase over the 20% observed in
2017.
Furthermore, deliveries under short-term contracts, which cover the chartering of LNG carriers for
periods between 91 days and 4 years, have grown from zero in the mid-2000s to 7% of the current
market. Clearly, LNG carriers are required to operate in more complex, flexible conditions in 2018
than they did in 2006.
Looking only at spot and short-term trade volumes understates the flexibility transformation of
the LNG carrier market. It is important to regard this gradual adoption of irreversible flexibility as
part-and-parcel of the ascension of the portfolio player model (see more of portfolio player model
in chapter 2). The opportunity to optimize the inherent optionality born of flexibility via advanced
trading algorithms in real-time is what provides the portfolio model its inherent value (Howard
Rogers, 2017). Thus, LNG carriers under medium- and long-term contracts with portfolio players
are explicitly embracing flexibility by committing to move cargoes to fulfil the optimization
strategy. Because these players can have several supply and demand nodes in their portfolios, the
carriers may not know their routes until the portfolio charterers alert them of a just-in-time
delivery.
According to GIIGNL, the medium and long-term portfolio volumes that have defined sellers,
which were almost non-existent at the start of the millennium, grew to 58 mtpa in 2019, or 16% of
the global import market (GIIGNL, 2020). Adding this together with the spot and short-term
market suggests that flexible arrangements could be responsible for half of current LNG imports.
Adequate LNG carrier capacity is necessary but not sufficient to ensure the smooth operation of
this business model, where LNG carriers are now variables subject to the optimization problem
that portfolio players and traders are constantly solving. Flexibility is both valued and demanded
throughout the value-chain to maximize the intrinsic value of an LNG portfolio. Thus, the daily
charter rates paid to carriers depend on the flexibility that the carrier offers.
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The chartering of LNG carriers involves paying a daily charter rate, vessel fuel costs, canal fees and
other associated costs. Charter rates can be long-term (more than four years), short-term
(between 90 days and up to four years), or spot rates, and the value of a vessel’s charter is
determined by the value of the services that it offers the charterer. Because the portfolio model
values flexibility and efficiency, its rise has created a tiered LNG carrier market, where the more
efficient and flexible carriers earn higher rates and those that are unable to offer flexibility are
fading into obsolescence. Section 3-2 details the current and future state of the carrier market.
The next section will detail how LNG carriers have evolved over the first 35 years of the LNG
industry to streamline the traditional LNG model and the following two sections will detail how
they have changed over the last two decades to deliver the incremental efficiency gains required
by this portfolio model.

Technical developments in LNG shipping
The technical evolution of LNG carriers in the 20th century
As the LNG industry transitioned through its experimental stage and into its first phase of
commercialization, there was a gradual increase in the general capacity of an LNG carrier. The first
two purpose-built methane carriers, the Methane Princess and the Methane Progress, where
commissioned in 1964 following the successful trail shipments of LNG by the Methane Pioneer in
1959, a 5 000 m3 demonstrative vessel. Each had an individual capacity of 27 400 m3, about five
times smaller than the size of the average carrier commissioned today (Pacific Maritime Magazine,
2017). Figure 3.1 illustrates the capacity of all LNG carrier orders since these first two vessels,
segmented by propulsion system8.
Vessel size increased over the following two decades to achieve the economies of scale that
optimized the shipping route of the long-term contract underpinning the vessel. A wave of carriers
in the 30 000 m3 to 40 000 m3 range were built in the 1970s to service short-distance
Mediterranean voyagers between north African suppliers and southern European buyers. Two 71
500 m3 carriers were built in 1969 to bring LNG from Alaska to Japan, and several vessels with
capacity close to 75 000 m3 were built to bring Brunei supply to Japan.
Additionally, in the late 1970s, several vessels in the 125 000 m3 range were built to connect
Algerian gas supply to United States. While the Algerian trade volumes declined earlier than
expected, the economies of scale brought by these carriers set the standard for LNG carrier size
for the next few decades. An exception to this trend would be the several vessels built in the

Includes carriers currently on the orderbook at year-end 2019, as long as the order included a vessel capacity and
propulsion type. Does not take into any conversions of a vessel’s propulsion system.
8
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65 000 m3 to 70 000 m3 range in the 1990s and 2000s which were an optimal size to service the
Mediterranean market (GIIGNL, 2014).
Figure 3.1 • Capacity of LNG carrier orders segmented by propulsion type, 1960-2020
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Note: SSD refers to slow speed diesel propulsion that is equipped with a reliquefaction system; Slow speed two-stroke
refers to both the ME-GI, mechanically operated electronically controlled, gas injection engine and the X-DF refers to
low-speed, two-stroke and dual fuel engine; Steam refers to the three broad types of steam engines: steam turbine, the
steam reheat system, and the steam turbine and gas engine (STaGE) system; DFDE refers to dual-fuel diesel electric
propulsion system; TFDE refers to tri-fuel diesel electric.
Sources: IEEJ and APERC analysis.

The development of containment and propulsion systems was less dynamic than vessel size in the
first 40 years of the industry. Containment systems evolved from their rudimentary full secondary
barrier9 and prismatic designs to the membrane10 and Moss11 spherical systems that emerged in

9

The secondary barrier of the tank is to contain any leakage for at least 15 days.

10 According

to The Handbook of Liquefied Natural Gas, “membrane tanks are non-self-supported cargo tanks
surrounded by a complete double hull ship structure. The membrane containment tanks consist of a thin layer of metal
(primary barrier), insulation, secondary membrane barrier, and further insulation in a sandwich construction” (Phalen, et
al., 2014).
The Moss spherical system is named after the Norwegian company Moss Maritime which designed it and the spherical
containment systems that protrude out of the containers.
11
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the late 1960s and 1970s. Because membrane and spherical systems remain the basis for designs
today, this paper does not review containment systems.12
On the propulsion side, the steam turbine, consisting of two dual-fuel boilers that can burn
mixtures of heavy fuel oil and natural gas, in the form of boil-off gas (BOG),13 to generate steam
for propulsion, was the primordial propulsion system and remained the technology of choice until
the mid-2000s (Figure 3.1). Despite the low efficiency of this process, which suffers from both low
peak efficiency and the inability to operate economically at lower speeds, it remained in favour
because it was able to deal with the BOG problem inherent in the LNG shipping business.
However, the emergence of the diesel engine as a solution for all other merchant ships in the 20th
century created a large relative inefficiency that would incentivize the future development of LNG
carriers.

The technical evolution of LNG carriers in the first decade of the 21st century
The 2000s brought about several developments that incentivized the industry to identify viable
technical improvements to the LNG carrier. First, the gradual improvement in the insulation of
LNG containment systems reduced the natural BOG rate to an insufficient level for inefficient
steam propulsion systems. The commercialization of an alternative propulsion system with a lower
BOG fuel rate was required to unlock the economies of scale of these larger carriers. Second,
increases in the stringency of marine nitrous oxide (NOx) regulations in the engines of new ships
created the need for propulsion systems with lower fuel and emission intensity (IMO, 2019a). Last,
the emergent needs for operational flexibility by LNG carriers clashed with the operational stability
required by the traditional model. The old LNG model lowered transport costs by scheduling trips
to minimize time spent in idle and low-speeds; the flexibility demanded in new model would
require ships to embrace idling, low-speeds and cargo diversions.
GIIGNL states that the industry was “pushing to cut costs and improve efficiencies along the
transport chain in order to improve the economics of gas projects” (GIIGNL, 2014). In his 2002
paper outlining possible alternatives to the steam turbine, Janne Kosomaa cites a key driving force
behind these cost reductions as the search for operational flexibility to serve a growing number of
short-term contracts and spot cargoes (Wartsila, 2002). The high inefficiency of steam turbines,
particularly at lower speeds, was irreconcilable with the growing needs for LNG shippers to
provide incremental flexibility, which would involve lower-speeds and idling, while reducing both
This is not to trivialize the impact of containment system development on the shipping industry but to point out that
the basic structure of containment systems has been constant for over 40 years. For an historical exploration of the
development of containment systems, please see GIIGNL’s LNG Shipping at 50.
12

13 Because

LNG containment systems cannot provide perfect insulation, outside heat gradually causes the LNG cargo to
evaporate, producing a product known as boil-off gas (BOG). Traditionally, best practice was for LNG carriers to generate
about 0.15% of its cargo in BOG per day; however, this rate can rise much higher in suboptimal conditions. Eventually
this gas can cause pressure issues inside the container, so a means of alleviating the problem is necessary.
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transport costs and NOx emissions. Research is needed to create and demonstrate the viability of
propulsion systems that reduce fuel use at various engine speeds. Kosomaa also highlights the
flexibility needs of an emergent class of speculative carriers that had not yet secured contracts or
routes as a “previously unheard of [practice] in the LNG business.” GIIGNL and Kosomaa appear to
be describing the flexibility that is characteristic of and demanded by the portfolio model. While
there is no definitive moment when the portfolio model of the LNG began, it is certainly first
evident in the mid-2000s.
This research led to the creation of the dual-fuel diesel electric (DFDE) propulsion system, which
could use both the BOG or diesel fuel to generate electricity with medium-speed diesel engines
and an electrical motor for propulsion. These engines operated on diesel (marine gas oil or heavy
fuel oil) and BOG, increased full-speed propulsion efficiency over steam turbines by about a third
(Figure 3.2) and had a BOG fuel rate that is 26% below that of steam turbines (Tu, Fan, Lei, & Zhou,
2018; McKinsey, 2019). Gaz de France took the first order of these DFDE engines from Wartsila14
and commissioned the first DFDE-propelled carrier by 2006. Soon after came the tri-fuel diesel
electric engine (TFDE)15, a similar but improved iteration of the DFDE that offered higher
operational flexibility through optimizations at various engine speeds (IGU, 2019).
Figure 3.2 • Efficiency of various LNG propulsion types
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Sources: (Maran Gas Maritime Inc., 2016; Tu, Fan, Lei, & Zhou, 2018).

14 Wartsila

is a Finnish company that manufactures equipment for LNG carriers.

The difference between TFDE and DFDE is mostly marketing, as manufacturers began highlighting the fact that DFDE
engines can technically run on natural gas in addition to marine gas oil and heavy fuel oil (Riviera, 2016).
15
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Figure 3.1 illustrates how this engine improvement allowed for further improvements in
containment systems, which allowed for the gradual increase in the size of new carriers. By 2010,
the average DFDE/TFDE-propelled carrier build was 166 000 m3, 22% larger than the steam
carriers built a decade earlier. Containment systems, like the Gaztransport and Technigaz (GTT)
Mark III membrane that reduced BOG rates from 0.15% to 0.135% (GTT, 2018), began to penetrate
the market. Conventional steam technology was losing market share to a technology that could
reduce fuel costs, meet the IMO’s increasing NOx standards, and deliver the flexibility required by
the portfolio model (Figure 3.3). Despite its higher capital costs, these benefits incentivized the
adoption of the technology, and it quickly became the dominant technology in new ships by 2010.
Figure 3.3 • LNG carriers delivered by propulsion type, 2000-2022
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Parallel research yielded other solutions to improving the economics of LNG transport. To support
the economics of its desired LNG expansion, Qatar decided to achieve economies of scale in
transport through the dramatic increase in the size of the carrier. This led to the creation of
Q-class carriers,16 with carrier capacities more than 200 000 m3. However, the large BOG
associated with such large carriers combined with market dynamics of high natural gas prices and
low oil prices drove Qatar to pursue a unique propulsion solution: dual slow-speed diesel (SSD)
There are two types of Q-class carriers. The capacity of the Q-flex carrier is around 216 000 m3 and of the Q-max
carrier 266 000 m3.

16
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engines that burned solely diesel fuel combined with a re-liquefaction system to recycle BOG into
the cargo as LNG. The efficiency of its propulsion system is similar to that of TFDE engines (Figure
3.2). Nakilat, the owner-operator of Qatar’s LNG carriers, charters all the world’s 45 Q-class
carriers. However, the prices of gas and oil diverged from Qatari expectations in the latter half of
the 2000s as the shale revolution decreased the cost of gas and the commodity supercycle
increased oil prices.17 This would later lead them to consider converting the propulsion systems.
The Q-class carrier never caught on as a long-term shipping solution as their size limited prevented
access to key global canal points and was incompatible with several liquefaction and regasification
terminals. This effectively reduced the flexibility and optionality of the carrier; the last one was
built in 2010. SSD also saw limited success to date, as the release of the IMO Tier II/III NOx
standards in 2008 rendered the heavy fuel oil-burning carriers noncompliant in certain emission
control areas (ECAs). However, SSD is expected to see niche applications in some vessels in latter
stages of the 2020s.

The technical evolution of LNG carriers in the second decade of the 21st century
While TFDE continued as the choice propulsion technology for most of the decade (Figure 3.3),
environmental regulations and the search for cost reductions throughout the value chain have
driven LNG carriers toward new technologies. The IMO’s regulations targeting sulphur oxide (SOx)
emissions became particularly important.
The first, ratified in July 2010, restricted the sulphur content of fuel burned in ECAs to be less than
0.1% starting in 2015 (IMO, 2014). This limited the flexibility of LNG carriers using steam turbines
and SSD technology. The second, known as IMO 2020 regulations, restricted the sulphur content
of fuel to be less than 0.5% outside of ECAs starting in 2020. This set the stage for the current
phase of propulsion development, where innovation focused on developing propulsion systems
that can maintain flexibility and increase efficiency while maintaining IMO compliance through the
almost-exclusive utilization of BOG as fuel. In this era, BOG fuel rates are more decisive for
propulsion technologies than general propulsion efficiency.
The successful design of this period evolved from slow speed two-stroke dual fuel engines: the
high pressure mechanically operated electronically controlled, gas injection (ME-GI) diesel engine.
This two-stroke design effectively optimized the technology behind the SSD engine but used a
pressure system to burn BOG in the diesel engine instead of reliquefying it (IGU, 2019). Relative to
TFDE, this technology improves propulsion efficiency by 23% and reduces the BOG fuel rate by
15% (Figure 3.4). It also has the lowest methane slip of any propulsion technology (Tu, Fan, Lei, &

17 This

divergence likely contributed to the rise in DFDE/TFDE adoption in the latter half of the 2000s.
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Zhou, 2018). However, it does not comply with Tier III NOx emissions, which will reduce its
flexibility in some ECAs.
Figure 3.4 • BOG fuel rates for various LNG carrier propulsion technologies
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The commissioning of the first ME-GI LNG carrier occurred in 2015 and the fuel cost reductions
propelled it to the technology of choice in 2018. Another slow speed two-stroke design, the lowpressure X-DF engine, has demonstrated similar propulsion efficiencies to the ME-GI, the lowest
BOG fuel rate to date, and complies with Tier III NOx emissions. While it does have a higher
methane slip rate than ME-GI propulsion, it has a 40% CAPEX advantage. X-DF carriers were the
choice propulsion system in 2019 and at year-end, its orders for delivery in 2020, 2021 and 2022
outpaced the ME-GI system. Some new orders are augmenting ME-GI systems with reliquefaction
systems to reduce the BOG rate to 0.035%.
Several other propulsion developments are worth noting. The pursuit and eventual completion of
Russia’s Arctic-located Yamal LNG project required the development and construction of several
LNG carriers with ice-breaking capability (IGU, 2019). The creation of the ultra-steam turbine (UST)
increased propulsion efficiency of the steam turbine by 17% by utilizing reheat systems (Tu, Fan,
Lei, & Zhou, 2018).18 Promoted as a cost-effective alternative to the DFDE/TDFE in 2014, its high

18 These

are also called steam reheat systems.
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BOG fuel rate and low propulsion efficiency has limited its orders to 13 (MHIMME, 2014; IGU,
2019). Another system, the steam turbine and gas engine (STaGE), combines the UST with gas
engines equipped with waste heat recover to improve efficiency. There are two STaGE systems
currently on order. The combined gas turbine electric and steam (COGES) propulsion system,
utilizing dual gas engines with fuel oil as back-up, has yet to be ordered, likely because of its high
capital cost, low efficiency, and the lack of competition in gas turbines in the LNG carrier
propulsion market (Tu, Fan, Lei, & Zhou, 2018).
While the two containment systems from initial phase of the LNG industry remain intact, the
2010s saw preference for the membrane system,19 which now makes up 66% of the global fleet
and 91% of the orderbook (IGU, 2019). Building on the insulation improvements of the 2000s,
newer membrane systems have produced BOG rates in the range of 0.07% to 0.10% (GTT, 2018;
Maran Gas Maritime Inc., 2016). This aligns well with the direction of the orderbook, which is
opting for carriers with propulsion systems that sport low BOG fuel rates. In the portfolio model
era, improvements in both containment and propulsion technology will continue to progress
together to find mutually beneficial solutions for their technological developers and deliver
incremental cost reductions throughout the LNG value chain.

The LNG shipping market
Current status and outlook for LNG carrier market
The fundamentals of the LNG shipping are like those of any market. The daily charter rates paid by
charterers reflect the supply and demand for carrier services. Key to understanding supply are the
total number of active vessels, the number of ships on order, scrappage schedules and the
demographics of the global fleet, including vessel size, age and the characteristics of its technical
system. Key variables to identify for the demand for carrier services are liquefaction capacity, LNG
import demand, the number of LNG voyages, the average distance of carrier voyages and the
number of liquefaction and regasification terminals. These markets are prone to cycles, wherein
tightness in the LNG carrier market and charter rates correlate, as the latter incentivize
investments in vessel construction.
However, the existence of various contract types, portfolio players and traders complicate this
simple market abstraction. Contracts are subject to capacity constraints that are hard to trace due
to the growing nature of just-in-time shipping services tied to portfolio shipments. Furthermore,

19 While

both systems have their trade-offs, membrane systems offer 8% capacity advantages over Moss systems with
the same principle ship dimensions, which yields significant advantages over the life of the carrier. Furthermore,
membrane systems cool LNG 37% quicker and offer navigational advantages because of the increased visibility from not
having spherical tanks protruding out of the main hull (Hyundai, 2005).
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the portfolio model is creating differentiated carrier products based on the ability of carriers to
offer cost-effective flexibility. This section will briefly trace the current phase of the LNG carrier
cycle, the current trends of the market’s fundamentals, the expected direction that the market is
taking because of these fundamental expectations, and the impact on the carrier market.20
The carrier market is currently in the early stage of an upcycle, with carrier demands slowly
erasing the slight overcapacity that resulted from supply growth in the mid-2010s (Flex LNG,
2018). High charter rates, from the previous peak of the shipping cycle, as well as declining
construction costs, were responsible for the current overhang in vessel capacity. The decline in
recent ship orders combined with the occasional spiking of spot charter rates over the past two
years reflect this reality. There are currently 525 vessels in the global carrier fleet, with 118 on
order for delivery by 2022. Many of these vessels are set to deliver incremental LNG volumes into
Asia, where APERC expects LNG imports to grow 23% over 2016 levels by 2025 (APERC, 2019).

Potential challenges
IGU believes that these vessels should satisfy this incremental LNG demand in the short term, as
the 2019 ratio of newbuild vessel capacity to new liquefaction capacity is higher than the current
long-term average of 0.75 ships per mpta. However, shippers are optimistic that market tightness
will increase shipping rates in the early 2020s (Flex LNG, 2018; Gaslog, 2018; GTT, 2019). This is
potentially worrisome for short-term LNG market participants, as it could put affordability, and
thus security, at risk if charter rates spike too high, pricing spot demand arbitrages out of the
market.
First, there is a rising risk that the scrappage and repurposing of vessels could surpass expectations
as vessel obsolescence increases because of non-compliance with environmental regulations, poor
economics, and lack of flexibility. GTT21 expects that the approximately 100 vessels built before
2000 will be unchartered when their current contracts expire (GTT, 2019). Steam turbines vintages
from the 2000s are also at risk, facing the dual threat of declining revenues from fewer voyages
and charter rate discounts,22 and their high fuel costs. Additionally, in the 2020s, the IMO sulphur
fuel and Tier III NOx standards will force carriers to operate purely off BOG or via the use of
expensive, compliant fuel oils, which could force more vessels into obsolescence (IMO, 2019a;
IMO, 2019b).

20 Because

the market for shipping is constantly evolving, please see the shipping sections of the recent IGU report for a
detailed account on the specific rates and capacities of the shipping market.
21

GTT (Gaztransport & Technigaz) is a French multinational naval engineering company that designs LNG carriers.

Charter rates for steam turbine vessels sell at 50% those of two-stroke vessels and 75% of DFDE/TFDE vessels (GTT,
2019).
22
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Second, the LNG shipping voyages are set to become longer as the locus of supply gravitates
towards the United States and that of demand concentrates in Asia. Figure 3.5 illustrates the
historical growth of LNG distance travelled between LNG buyers and suppliers. The rapid growth
of Australian exports and Asian demand has reduced the global average shipping distance in
recent years. However, as of 2018, American LNG supply requires 2.14 vessels to move an mtpa,
which is higher than the global average of 1.32 (Poten & Partners, 2018). As US supply continues
to grow, more voyages and vessels will be required to move the same amount of LNG to Asian
markets.
Figure 3.5 • Average distance travelled by a unit of LNG by location of supplier and buyer, 2000-2018
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Third, the rise in speculative shipping vessels23 could lead to high charter rates if shipowners
attempt to valorize their investments. According to IGU, 48% of the orderbook consists of
speculative vessels (IGU, 2019). Furthermore, high charter rates in the early 2010s have attracted
independent shippers (Howard Rogers, 2018). There is a chance that these speculators will engage
in economic withholding or reduce capacity expansion to tighten the market and allow them to
valorize their investments with higher shipping rates.

23

Speculative vessels are those not assigned to a specific liquefaction or regasification project or charterer.
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However, the LNG shipping market is finding ways to alleviate tightness in capacity. The cost and
lead-time to build new LNG carriers has decreased for three years in a row, increasing the ability
and speed at which shippers can respond to charter rate signals (IGU, 2019). This flows directly
from the increased production capacity of shipyards (Argus, 2019a). In 2018, the average delivery
had a lead-time of 33 months. Charterers are increasingly looking for shorter contracts, and
contract turnover should open up vessel capacity and alleviate periods of market tightness (Argus,
2019a).
Furthermore, commodification of LNG is leading to an increasing role for derivative transactions
(Flex LNG, 2018; Vitol, 2019). Such creative trading solutions could reduce the distance travelled
and thus reduce the number of vessels needed to meet growing market demands. In turn, this
would alleviate the upward pressure on LNG charter rates and maintain LNG affordability.

Shipowners response to carrier obsolescence
Because portfolio players gain value by implementing cost reduction strategies throughout the
LNG value chain, the rise of efficiency gains in the LNG carrier market parallels the rise of the
portfolio player. The pressure that this model puts onto LNG shippers to offer more efficient and
flexible services has caused shippers to overhaul their fleets with vessels that are more efficient.
Shipowners are using a variety of strategies to protect their assets from the obsolescence threats
outlined above. The declining value of aging, steam-propelled vessels has decreased their value to
the point that their charter rates are not high enough to operate profitably. While scrapping these
vessels is a viable option, some innovators are turning to creative conversion strategies to utilize
the assets as floating LNG units.
The three conversion options are as a floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) unit, a
floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU), and a Floating Storage Unit (FSU). Golar LNG24
completed the first conversion of an LNG carrier into an FLNG vessel, turning the 40-year-old Hilli
into the Episeyo, a FPSO unit that began producing LNG in 2018 (IGU, 2019). Not only did this
revitalize an obsolete asset, it provided small-scale liquefaction capacity for Cameroon with a
relatively low capital outlay.25 Golar will convert another vessel, the 1976-built Golar Gimi, into an
FPSO unit in 2022 (Golar LNG, 2019). Golar has performed most of the five FSRU conversions in the
global fleet and is looking to convert the Golar Viking into a FSRU in 2019 (Golar LNG, 2019).

24

Golar LNG is an LNG shipping company.

25 USD

1.3 billion. Large-scale LNG export projects can require capital outlays that are 20 to 30 times this amount.
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Such conversions are not limited to obsolete carriers. In 2019, GasLog26 agreed to convert its TFDE
Singapore vessel into an FSU unit to supply a gas-fired power plant in Panama for 10 years.
However, the conversion is not permanent, and the vessel will maintain the option of acting as an
LNG carrier at the end of the FSU contract (Riviera, 2019).
Nevertheless, the role that conversions will play in future FLNG units may be limited. More than
90% of the vessels are below the 150 000 m3 storage capacity threshold required by modern FLNG
projects (IGU, 2019). Furthermore, most of these conversion candidates have Moss-containment
systems, which can limit the ability to arrange regasification equipment, and newbuilds are more
likely to last longer and offer more flexibility.
Thus far, conversions of propulsion systems have been very limited. In 2015, Nakilat27 converted
its SSD-propelled Rasheeda to an ME-GI system so that it could burn BOG instead of expensive fuel
oil (Riviera, 2018). The project has not spurred any more conversions. While Wartsila floated the
idea of converting steam turbines to DFDE systems in 2016, the idea has yet to take off, likely
because of the higher efficiency offered by other propulsion systems (Wartsila, 2016). In 2015,
Flex LNG28 changed the propulsion systems from DFDE to ME-GI on two of its vessels midconstruction (Reuters, 2015).
However, as mentioned above, many shipowners are now considering augmenting their
propulsion systems with liquefaction systems to reduce boil-off rates. This could continue as
shipowners look to improve efficiencies to maintain their competitiveness in the charter market.
This would also reduce LNG carrier CO2 emissions, which would start them on the path of
achieving the IMO’s currently aspirational goal of halving marine GHG emissions from 2008 levels
by 2050 (Reuters, 2019c).

Could advances in LNG shipping impact the global LNG market?
These developments in the LNG carrier market could have large impacts on the broader LNG
market.
First, the increased use of two-stroke propulsion systems will lead to higher usage of BOG for
vessel propulsion. Second, IMO 2020 regulations will lead LNG carriers to increase their share of
the global LNG demand to 6% (McKinsey, 2019). Third, the conversion of carriers into FLNG units is
opening up cheaper supply options for aspiring LNG adopters, which could increase LNG demand
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GasLog is an international LNG carrier company.

27 Nakilat
28

is a Qatari shipping and maritime company that has the world’s largest LNG shipping fleet.

Flex LNG owns and operates LNG carriers.
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growth. The recent conversion of GasLog’s Singapore vessel to power a gas power plant is an
example of this.
Last, the enhanced flexibility of services offered by improvements in containment and propulsion
systems could increase the demand for on-call storage services from LNG carriers, just as crude
carriers act as storage facilities for the global oil market. Recent evidence suggests that a
significant number of LNG carriers are behaving as storage by taking longer-than-necessary voyage
routes or parking at sea with onboard cargoes for extended periods (Bloomberg, 2019). This could
become particularly acute in periods of oversupply as the LNG market becomes increasingly
commodified.
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4 CHALLENGES FOR LNG INFRASTRUCTURE
The construction of LNG terminals and associated infrastructure faces a variety of challenges,
increasing the risks of coping with situations like gas shortages and restrained gas supply. In this
chapter, two non-financial factors that have hindering the development of LNG-importing related
infrastructure are identified: unclear or rigid regulations, and impacts on local communities and the
environment. And finally, this chapter touches upon the importance of gas storage and how it
shapes energy security.

Regulatory challenges to LNG terminal development
When addressing energy security, it is common to find studies and reports focusing on concerns and
risks related to suppliers. For instance, whether exporters face geopolitical risks in their production
centres, questions related to the technical capacity to meet agreed volumes or congestion at busy
chokepoints in transportation routes, just to mention a few. However, less attention is paid to risks
related to energy importers. These risks are often related to infrastructure development, including
natural disasters and political instability. When it comes to LNG, challenges and risks are even larger,
given the highly technical and capital-intensive infrastructure required for LNG regasification,
storage and distribution.

LNG’s characteristics are a challenge to its infrastructure
In contrast to other fuels like coal or oil products, the physical characteristics of handling natural gas
in a liquid state at -162 degrees Celsius with its volume compressed 300 times require dedicated
and highly specific infrastructure to import LNG. This includes at least an LNG receiving jetty, storage
tanks, a regasification unit and pipelines to send the volumes to the existing grid. Moreover, where
there is not a developed gas pipeline grid, additional infrastructure is required such as pipelines, a
truck loading terminal or a reloading unit. While investments vary depending on the regasification
capacity, among other factors, they are generally in the order of USD 500 million (DOE, 2017). Apart
from the huge financial challenges that an investment of this dimension entails, other issues such
as local opposition, environmental concerns or regulatory frameworks could pose challenges to the
development of LNG receiving terminals and associated infrastructure. The international experience
in the APEC region shows that this is true, particularly in developing economies.
Some LNG importers do not have an integrated gas pipeline system across their territory, limiting
redundancy and hindering the transportation of gas across demand centres. This poses a potential
risk to energy security as imported LNG volumes could not flow easily from the importing terminal
to cities or from one city to another. Moreover, in the case of a terminal unavailability due to
technical problems, earthquakes or any unexpected disruption, the lack of alternative sources of
gas supply could pose a great challenge for energy security. In recent years, unexpected increases
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of LNG demand in Japan and China showed the risks of not having enough LNG infrastructure to
store, import and transport gas to demand centres in emergency situations.

Requirements of LNG terminal development
In general, LNG importing infrastructure requires an array of necessary conditions to be developed,
including enough demand, reliable and competitive sources of supply and clear legal frameworks.
Recently, regasification capacity increased globally by 2.7% (22.8 mtpa) in 2018, with about 130
additional mtpa currently under construction (IGU, 2019). However, often energy companies and
organisations including the International Gas Union (IGU) have described regulatory uncertainty as
one of the main risks. Most of time regulatory uncertainty is referred to as a catch-all category for
a diverse set of issues ranging from rules or regulations that companies may consider burdensome
to simple lack of clarity or even, legal loopholes. For instance, in some cases, local legislation restricts
the development of LNG receiving terminals to state-owned companies or, alternatively, allows
their construction only for large gas consumers over a certain size threshold. Moreover, some
projects might be the first LNG projects in certain jurisdictions. Hence developers play a pioneer role
in which they might face regulatory uncertainty or even legal vacuums; this situation might delay,
postpone or even cancel planned projects.

Korea—contradictory policy as a potential hindrance to LNG imports and gas demand
Korea, the third largest LNG importer globally, provides an interesting example in which the current
legal framework and regulations do not provide market-based incentives for further LNG importing
terminal expansion. The state-run company, Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS), enjoys a dominant
position in the Korean gas sector, as it owns most of the transmission pipeline systems, four out of
six LNG importing terminals and most of the storage capacity. Moreover, KOGAS is the only allowed
wholesale gas supplier in Korea, enjoying a quasi-monopolistic role in which private companies are
allowed to make direct imports only for their own-use and only if the price is below KOGAS’s longterm contract (KOGAS, 2020; S&P Global Platts, 2020a). Furthermore, in early 2020, the Korean
government announced a change to its LNG wholesale price formula in a bid to reduce direct LNG
imports (without the participation of KOGAS).
These policies give KOGAS a dominant role in gas sector through limited participation from the
private sector, which potentially hinders LNG import growth to Korea and ultimately the overall gas
demand. For example, oil refiner S-oil received its first direct LNG cargo last year through
Gwangyang terminal, the only non-KOGAS operated terminal, owned by steelmaker company
Posco. S-oil blamed ‘government regulations, insufficient infrastructure and lack of clear pricing
information as obstacles to greater LNG adoption’ (Argus, 2019b).
However, in a bid to encourage the use of gas, in 2019? the Korean government lowered LNG taxes
by 74% while raising taxes on coal by 27% (Reuters, 2019d; S&P Global Platts, 2020b). This policy
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seems to encourage more LNG imports and use, but the aforementioned terminal policy limited
direct LNG imports, discouraging power generators that accounted for 14% of the total LNG imports
in 2018 (S&P Global Platts, 2020a). These policies create a paradox in Korea between hoping for a
greater use of gas and restricted participation. With increased pressure from renewable and other
power generation sources, as long as KOGAS remains as the sole gas wholesale supplier, it would be
unlikely to see major LNG import capacity additions in Korea, particularly from private companies.

Thailand—relaxed regulations not fully embodied in market practices
Thailand provides another example in which the legal framework and regulatory scheme have not
favoured increased LNG demand growth and further LNG receiving infrastructure development.
Thailand is the largest LNG importer in Southeast Asia and its demand has increased rapidly in the
last decade, while its domestic production has been decreasing It has, bridged the gas supply gap
with piped imports from Myanmar and imports to its only operating LNG receiving terminal, Map
Ta Phut. The 11.5 mtpa capacity Map Ta Phut terminal is wholly owned by state-controlled oil
company, PTT (IGU, 2019). Despite some plans to introduce competition on the gas sector, PTT
enjoyed a monopoly along the value chain both de jure and de facto until 2007, when the Energy
Industry Act was introduced (Dodge, 2017). Despite the fact that Thailand’s Energy Regulatory
Commission (ERC) issued a Third-Party Access Regime in 2014, as of November 2019, PTT remains
de facto the sole LNG importer, transporter and distributor in Thailand, with 100% of reserved
pipeline and LNG terminal capacity (Dodge, 2017).
Moreover, while other companies have expressed interest in or attempted to directly import LNG,
in practice the Thai authorities did not favour, until recently, further LNG imports other than those
by PTT (Dodge, 2017). For instance, state-owned electrical utility EGAT (Electricity Generating
Authority of Thailand) agreed with Malaysia’s Petronas to import 1.5 million tons of LNG annually
for a period from four to eight years. However, the pact was rescinded by the Thai government in
September 2019, for fear of increased electricity prices (Bangkok Post, 2019). This cancellation was
a major setback in gas market liberalisation.
Nevertheless, other events seem to slowly pave the way toward gas market liberalisation. After the
suspension of the EGAT-Petronas agreement, EGAT was allowed to reserve 1.5 mtpa of capacity at
the Map Ta Phut terminal. In December 2019, EGAT received its first direct cargo from the spot
market, also the first one in Thailand under the third-party access regime. EGAT used PTT’s pipeline
system to transport the imported volumes to its power stations (EGAT, 2020). More recently, the
Ministry of Energy announced its interest in taking advantage of the low Asian spot LNG prices, PTT
is building a second LNG receiving terminal and EGAT announced a FSRU to be operational in 2024.
The changing and unstable LNG framework in Thailand has limited the opportunities for further LNG
adoption and market liberalisation. This increases the vulnerability inherent in relying solely on the
Map Ta Phut terminal and PTT’s pipeline system. Clearer regulation may increase investment for
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regasification and storage infrastructure, enhancing energy security in Thailand. This is particularly
relevant given that both Myanmar’s gas production (the only source of piped imports) and domestic
production have been decreasing in the past few years while demand has been growing steadily.

Viet Nam — unclear policy helps slow LNG terminal investment
Another example in which current institutional frameworks and unclear regulation has led to
insufficient LNG receiving infrastructure in the APEC region, is the case of Viet Nam. Following rapid
economic growth in the past decade averaging 6.1% annually, Viet Nam’s overall energy demand
has also grown quickly (APERC, 2019). Viet Nam is a gas producer and is one of the three only APEC
member economies that does not trade gas.29 While historically, domestic gas production has been
sufficient to meet demand, gas production actually decreased by 5% from 2010 to 2017 (APERC,
2019). Moreover, government expects demand to reach 27 billion cubic metres (bcm) by 2025, more
than doubling 2016 levels (Viet Nam News, 2018). This supply gap reflects several factors including
the cancellation of a nuclear power plant in 2016 and the relative price dynamics of coal and LNG
for power generation. While in neighbouring Thailand, LNG imports have helped to alleviate the gas
supply gap, Viet Nam has not managed to build LNG importing infrastructure, owing to challenges
including the current legal and policy framework.
The Ministry of Industry and Trade (MOIT) is responsible for energy policy planning. Current policy
allows private participation on hydrocarbon exploration and production but is limited and unclear
about private sector roles in the rest of the value chain (The Brookings Institution, 2012).
Nevertheless, only last year the state-owned corporation Petrovietnam started construction of the
Thi Vai terminal, the first LNG importing terminal in Viet Nam (S&P Global Platts, 2019). Moreover,
the Vietnamese government authorised AES Corp to build a second terminal, Son My LNG (Oil & Gas
Journal, 2019b). While these may reduce the seemingly unavoidable gas supply gap before 2022
when the first terminal is scheduled to be operational, stronger support and a clearer framework
from MOIT might have resulted in earlier development of these LNG projects.

More clear regulations needed to support LNG terminal development
While the specific contexts, gas supply and demand dynamics and energy systems have evident
differences in Korea, Thailand and Viet Nam, it is safe to argue that as gas demand grows, LNG is
poised to play a key role in meeting demand growth. However, this potential is conditioned on
further development of LNG receiving infrastructure. Moreover, the fact that for the time being,
none of these economies have met an acute gas supply shortage does not mean that it may not
happen in the near future. The expansion of LNG importing terminals is not only key for enhancing

The other two APEC economies that don’t trade gas are New Zealand and Philippines. However, the latter had an LNG
import terminal under constructions as of 2020.

29
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energy security but also fundamental for reducing greenhouse gas emissions by displacing more
polluting fuels like coal and oil products. Regasification capacity in these economies could have
grown even more, but further infrastructure development has been hindered by regulatory
restrictions on non-state-owned companies, policy shifts or unclear regulations. Legal and policy
frameworks as well as clear regulations that favour investment and partnerships to develop LNG
importing infrastructure also contribute to energy security.

Environmental and community opposition challenge LNG terminal development
Another risk for developing LNG infrastructure and, hence, enhancing energy security, is related to
projects with negative environmental impacts on local flora and fauna. These impacts may increase
opposition from local communities and residents with a ‘Not in My Backyard’ inclination. While the
construction of any major infrastructure project brings with it some negative impacts, governments
and regulators are expected to make sure those impacts are minimized, mitigated and even
compensated. This type of measures includes environmental impact assessments, social impact
assessments and compliance with other legal instruments such as restrictions in protected areas.
However, in practice, there are cases that show large room for improvement in the implementation
of these measures between governments and LNG project developers. Moreover, the lack of sound
engagement and clear communication with local stakeholders, particularly the most affected ones,
has translated into project delays and, even, possible cancellations.

Chinese Taipei — insufficient communication caused LNG terminal delays
One example of such challenges is the Taoyuan LNG receiving terminal in Chinese Taipei. With no
pipeline interconnections and very small domestic gas production, LNG imports accounted for 99%
of total gas supply in 2018 (Bureau of Energy, MOEA, 2019). Moreover, Chinese Taipei has a policy
of completely phasing out nuclear reactors by 2025, and raising gas-fuelled power generation to
50%, which was 32% in 2016. Chinese Taipei currently has two LNG receiving terminals: Yung-An
Kaohsiung (7.5 million tonnes per annum [mtpa] receiving capacity) and Taichung (4.5 mtpa
receiving capacity), amounting to 12 mtpa, which normally operate above their 100% nominal
capacity (APERC, 2019). State-controlled oil company CPC owns all of Chinese Taipei’s gas terminals,
transmission systems, and storage facilities, and is the sole LNG importer. CPC launched a project to
build its third importing LNG terminal in Taoyuan in 2016.
However, opposition to the project and pressure from local residents and scientists arose in 2017,
claiming that the terminal would create widespread damage to two endemic species of coral reef
(Ferry, 2017). In October 2017, the environmental impact assessment (EIA) was postponed by the
Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) citing the need for further research; the assessment
was denied nine months later and returned to the Ministry and CPC. Nevertheless, this decision was
overturned by the EPA’s EIA grand assembly in a controversial voting process, which included the
EPA Deputy Minister Chan quitting his post under pressure (Taipei Times, 2018a).
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CPC stated later that the scale of the Taoyuan terminal has been reduced from 232 hectares to 37
hectares to minimize its effects on the coastal algal and coral reefs and that the terminal’s industrial
port would be off the coast, which would leave ocean currents undisturbed (Taipei Times, 2018b).
While CPC has reported construction works running as scheduled and expects the Taoyuan terminal
to be operational by 2024, opposition from environmental groups and local communities has
resulted so far in at least a year of delay and undisclosed additional costs due to changes in the
project (CPC, 2019). Further delays on the construction of the Taoyuan terminal could put additional
pressure on the already tight power system with the nuclear reactor phase-out by 2025, since most
of the substituted generation is expected to come from natural gas and renewables. This experience
in Chinese Taipei illustrates the need for improving project planning and minimising adverse
environmental and social impacts on local communities, as well as for sufficient communication with
local communities and stakeholders.

Chile — environmental concerns and oppositions to the delays of Penco terminal
Another example of environmental concerns and local opposition to the development of LNG
terminals is the Penco terminal in Chile. LNG imports have been the predominant source (80%) of
gas supply since 2009, when Chile’s first LNG terminal became operational (Ministerio de Energia,
2019). Before this, most gas supply was imported piped gas from Argentina. However, sudden
curtailment of the Argentinean piped gas imports starting in 2004, led to a fall in the use of gas, and
a later construction of LNG importing terminals. To face the shortage of natural gas, coal and oil
product demand rose, particularly for power generation.
Chile currently has two LNG regasification terminals, which are regionally disconnected with no
integrated gas pipeline network across Chile. While LNG imports have increased since 2014, Chile’s
share of gas out of total primary energy stood at only 12% in 2017, compared with 24% in 2005;
leaving room for unsatisfied gas demand.
A third LNG terminal was proposed in 2013 near Chile’s second largest city, Concepción. The Penco
terminal (originally known as Octopus LNG) was announced as a FSRU that would feed a power plant
and connect to the del Pacífico gas pipeline (GNL Penco, 2018). Since 2013, members of local
communities spoke against the project arguing it would damage the ecosystem, and the fishing and
tourism industries (Ochoa, 2019). In 2014, the project developers submitted an Impact Assessment
Study to the Environmental Evaluation Service (SEA, in Spanish), while the opposition groups started
to protest the project. Since then, the impact assessment study was modified and resubmitted to
‘include the concerns of the local communities,” according to the company; meanwhile, protests
continued (Ochoa, 2019). In 2016, the project was authorised by the SEA but in 2017, Chile’s
Supreme Court returned the case to SEA asking for a new free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) of
the local indigenous population. After more than six years, the project finally obtained all regulatory
permits in August 2019. However, as of February 2020, it is not clear whether Penco LNG will move
forward, as strong opposition persists. There are at least two rival projects in the same region and
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low-cost solar and wind energy put additional pressure on LNG-fuelled power generation
(Generadoras de Chile, 2019).
The Taouyan LNG terminal in Chinese Taipei and the Chilean Penco LNG terminal are examples of
LNG importing terminals designed to increase the share of gas supply in the energy mix and enhance
energy security. In both cases, environmental concerns and local opposition to the projects resulted
in tense discussions among the regulators, project developers and local communities. The
controversies resulted ultimately in lengthy delays and, possibly (in the case of Penco LNG) in
cancelation of the project. While both cases vary in the impact on their energy systems and supply
alternatives, these two examples underscore the importance of improving the scope and quality of
both the environmental impact assessments and the engagement with local communities to
develop LNG importing infrastructure. This is particularly important in the APEC region, as
developing LNG importing terminals is fundamental not only to support energy security but also to
substitute for more polluting fossil fuels like coal and oil products.

The importance of gas storage facilities
Another key element to enhance energy security in general is increasing storage capacity. For
instance, storage of crude oil, petroleum products and other commodities provides flexibility and
security by reducing—and even eliminating—the need for immediate consumption after production
or procurement. However, gas storage infrastructure faces challenges including long-term planning,
unattractive market pricing structures for utilities, and lack of investment. This has resulted in
insufficient gas storage capacity in some regions, despite the flexibility and resiliency it provides to
gas systems when facing strong variation in demand or supply.

Gas storage facilities
Natural gas is commonly stored in underground storage (UGS) facilities, which are mostly depleted
oil and gas fields, aquifers, and salt cavern formations. Each of them has different characteristics
related to its geology, permeability, and the relatively ease of withdrawing gas, normally called the
“deliverability rate.” It is at the very least interesting to note that UGS is not globally developed; in
fact, UGS facilities have been built in less than 40 economies around the globe. Most of such facilities
are in Europe, with a handful of notable exceptions including, the US, Canada, Russia, China and
Australia.
Other than UGS facilities, natural gas is also stored in above-ground tanks, in either gaseous or liquid
states. Virtually all LNG importing facilities use this type of storage tanks, with LNG import terminals
in the Asia Pacific traditionally having larger storage capacity. Finally, another option is Floating
Storage Units (FSU), which are vessels adapted for this specific purpose, with small volumes but with
more flexibility. As of 2019, there were five operating FSUs globally (IGU, 2019).
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Gas storage benefits
In the case of LNG and, more broadly, natural gas, storage brings multiple benefits not only to the
gas value chain but in most cases, also to power grids. Most of these benefits are related to an
increased flexibility of the energy system to meet demand peaks, which could be seasonal (e.g.
heating in winter), daily (e.g. fuelling power plants in case of disruptions) and even hourly (e.g.meeting peak demands) (Roques & Mann, 2018). Moreover, increased gas storage capacity entails
positive externalities to the energy system making it more resilient and operating as a sort of
insurance for unexpected supply disruptions or sharp rises in demand. An example of this could be
the cost of additional gas production or procurement in case of disruption or, else, the cost of using
an alternative fuel like coal or oil products.
However, the contribution of gas storage to energy security is not always fully captured through
purely market-based mechanisms, traditionally based on seasonal spreads. In other words, gas
prices tend to be lower in summer (injection period) than in winter (withdrawal period), and this
price difference compensates gas storage operators. However, regional gas price convergence, an
increasing number of global LNG suppliers and warmer winters than in previous years, among other
reasons, have reduced significantly the income of gas operators based mostly in seasonal spreads.
For example, the Rough gas storage facility,30 the then largest in the United Kingdom (4.5 bcm),
was closed in 2017 because of low seasonal spreads and increasing maintenance costs (IEA, 2018).
While these challenges vary across regions, the need for enhanced support from key stakeholders
and innovative mechanisms for storage expansion seems to have common features that can benefit
gas consumers across regions.
As the geographical condition and gas demand vary, each economy has a different way of dealing
with gas storage and associated facilities. This section selects four examples showing different
approaches to gas storage. The first two cases, the United States and Italy, are examples with high
coverage of gas storage; the third case, China, is an example of how essential gas storage is to energy
security. The last one is a collection of examples that shows how gas importers in APEC region deal
with gas storage.

The United States — Widespread gas storage and pipeline networks contribute to security
In the United States, most natural gas storage takes place in UGS facilities, most of them in oil and
gas depleted fields (EIA, 2015). Existing infrastructure such as gathering systems and pipeline
connections reduces conversion costs. There are currently nearly 385 active UGS facilities in the
United States owned by 120 entities, varying from pipelines companies, local distribution companies

The Rough gas storage facility, located in the East coast of England, accounted for approximately 70% of the UK’s gas
storage capacity. It was closed in 2017 because required maintenance to the site was no longer economic.
30
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and independent storage service providers (EIA, 2015). Because of regulatory measures, UGS
facilities in the US are required to have “open access,” meaning that they have to leave the major
portion of their capacity available for leasing to third parties on a non-discriminatory basis (EIA,
2015).
The US has a nominal UGS capacity of around 135 bcm (about 14% of total demand). However, in
the past 10 years actual storage volumes have oscillated seasonally from 113 bcm to a minimum of
24 bcm, as seen in Figure 4.1 (EIA, 2020). The graph shows that gas demand for heating peaks in
winter, and as production and imports are not enough to cope with the seasonal demand surge,
stored gas volumes are withdrawn. This great variability in stored volumes increases the resiliency
of the gas pipeline systems in the US and demonstrates the value added of robust UGS capacity.
Figure 4.1 • US gas storage capacity and volumes, 2009-2019, (bcm)

Source: (EIA, 2020).

If gas storage capacity was substantially lower, in the winter US gas suppliers would be forced to
choose costlier alternatives such as diverting production destined to other markets or importing
additional LNG cargoes. In such a scenario pipeline networks might suffer from higher congestion
rates and, even, gas shortages. In general terms, existing US gas storage provides flexibility and
resilience to consumers and enhances overall gas supply security, but some US regions could still
have larger storage volumes or better interconnections to pipeline networks to further strengthen
the gas supply network.
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Italy — World’s fifth largest USG capacity: An example for gas import dependent economies
While the gas pipeline and storage network in Europe is generally well connected and
interdependent, Italy seems to stand out in terms of gas imports and storage. While Italy’s gas
demand was around 72 bcm in 2018, not even in the top 10 largest global gas consumers in 2019, it
has the fifth largest USG capacity globally (IEA, 2019c). Italy has 10 USG facilities with 16 bcm of
capacity, 22% of annual gas demand, a share considerably higher than that of any APEC member
economy (IEA, 2019c). Unlike the US case, 8 of the 10 storage facilities are owned by Snam, a
regulated utility partly owned by the Italian state, while the rest by another Italian utility.
Some of the factors that help explaining this are that most of its gas supply is imported, its peninsular
geography and geology, and its weather diversity. Take for instance colder winters (hence, more gas
demand for heating) in the Northern cities like Milan than in the Southern ones like in Naples. This
storage capacity allows gas consumers and electricity generators to be more flexible in the face of
changes in demand and supply such as seasonal changes, demand peak shaving and disruptions
from gas exporters.
In December 2017, an explosion in a gas facility in Austria interrupted one of the pipelines that
supplies gas to Italy. During the disruption, gas withdrawals from the storage facilities were key to
secure stability and bridge the gas supply (IEA, 2018). The Italian gas storage case provides an
interesting example for other economies dependent on gas imports, with limited pipeline
connections, exposed to seasonal demand variations. Investing in similar USG facilities may
contribute to energy security and systems flexibility in the APEC region.

China — A lesson learned the hard way
UGS capacity only accounts 3% of gas demand
In China, gas demand grew more than eight-fold from 2000 to 2017 driven by a governmentmandated coal-to-gas switch aimed at improving air quality (IEA, 2019b). This meant an increase
from all its gas supply sources: domestic production, piped imports and LNG imports. With domestic
production unable to ramp up as fast as demand, most of demand growth has been covered by
imports, particularly LNG.
However, despite this demand growth, China’s UGS capacity has not grown at the same pace,
accounting for only 10 bcm in 2018, about 3% of total annual demand. This is a low share compared
with the 20% average in the European Union (IEA, 2018).
Lack of pipelines transporting gas from south to north, the most needed region
In December 2017 and January 2018, temperatures were colder than normal, increasing gas demand
for heating purposes in the north. Additionally, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, traditional pipeline
gas exporters to China, decreased their exports to China in 2018 because of falling production and
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increased domestic demand, respectively. Although LNG regasification terminals worked over
capacity in northern China and utilities withdrew gas from UGS facilities, there were still gas
shortages in several regions, mostly in northern China (IEA, 2018).
Figure 4.2 • China’s gas storage and trunk pipelines, 2018

Source: (IEA, 2018).

While LNG importing terminals were even used above nameplate capacity, terminals in the south
worked at an average 47% of capacity in 2017. However, since China has limited North-South
pipeline capacity, LNG imports from terminals in the South could not reach regions with freezing
temperatures like the Hebei and Shandong provinces. The 2017-18 gas shortages in China
highlighted the importance for energy security not only of a diversity of LNG portfolio suppliers and
importing terminals but also of a robust infrastructure in transportation (mostly, pipelines) and
storage.
Lesson learned from the 2017-18 gas shortage
While the 2017-18 lack of gas supply to China showed the importance of infrastructure development
and energy security beyond the immediate short-term needs, it also served as a trigger for
reinvigorated efforts on energy security and gas supply in China. Since then, three new regasification
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terminals with a combined capacity of around 10 mtpa have been commissioned in China while nine
more terminals are under construction, accounting for an additional capacity of 20 mtpa (IGU,
2019). In December 2019, China set up a new state-owned company, the China Oil & Gas Piping
Network Corporation, in charge of building and interconnecting the main oil and gas pipelines to
form a unified network (Xinhua, 2019). Meanwhile the government announced natural gas
liberalisation reforms, including pipeline interconnection and expanded gas storage capacity.
However, gas storage projects by the newly created company have been slowed because of the
COVID-19 pandemic and no storage facilities are projected to come online for at least two years
(S&P Global Platts, 2020b).

The role of gas storage in gas importing economies in APEC region
As explained before, UGS facilities are concentrated in Europe and about a dozen of other
jurisdictions. Out of the 21 APEC members, only Australia, China, Japan, New Zealand, Russia and
the US have USG facilities, primarily because of the geological differences. In places without UGS,
traditional LNG importers like Korea and Chinese Taipei have instead built large above ground gas
storage facilities at their LNG receiving facilities. In fact, Korea has the largest above ground gas
storage capacity in the world, Pyeoung-Taek LNG receiving terminal, with 3.3 million cubic meters
(mcm) of gas, while worldwide storage capacity in receiving terminals averaged 528,000 cubic
meters (IGU, 2019).
Nevertheless, there are some APEC economies that have limited gas storage capacity but have
recently increased their gas imports and are projected to continue to do so in future years.
Investment in gas storage capacity in these economies could yield positive results not only as their
energy security increases but also as their energy systems become more flexible and resilient. This
may be particularly beneficial to places like Chile, Thailand or Mexico, when considering substantial
intermittent renewable electricity generation additions.
Chile — more storage capacity needed for growing gas demand
For instance, Chile is a net gas importer, highly dependent on LNG imports. Domestic gas production
in the southern Chile is not connected to the main demand areas in central and northern Chile, while
Argentina’s piped exports to Chile have remained almost negligible since 2012. Although Chile’s two
receiving LNG terminals are responsible for the vast majority of gas supply, storage capacity in Chile
is restricted to the tanks located at these two terminals, totalling 312 cubic meters (IEA, 2018). These
volumes are lower than the global average per terminal in 2019. While developing UGS facilities
may not be feasible because of Chile’s geological conditions, increasing storage capacity could
enhance the Chilean energy system’s flexibility and security, especially considering that there are
no pipelines linking both terminals.
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Mexico — should utilise depleted gas fields for UGS facilities
Mexico provides another interesting example. While domestic production has decreased every year
since 2008, demand has grown by 16% since 2010, reaching 81 bcm in 2018 (IEA, 2019c). The fastgrowing supply gap has been covered mostly by US piped exports (accounting for 60% of total
demand in 2018), while the rest by LNG imports.
However, gas storage does not follow this trend at all, with the only the LNG storage tanks located
at the three LNG receiving terminals in Mexico. Further, one of the terminals is not connected to
Mexico’s main gas pipeline network. Altogether, Mexico’s storage capacity accounts for less than
1% of total demand, despite having plenty of depleted oil and gas fields, the most common way of
developing UGS (IEA, 2019c). While, consumers benefit from the competitive prices of US shale
production, the lack of storage infrastructure and limited pipeline redundancy erodes energy
security. Moreover, gas-power generation accounted for around 60% of total generation in 2018
(IEA, 2020). Consequently, some areas like the Yucatan peninsula faced gas shortages and electricity
blackouts during 2019 peak demand season (Reuters, 2019e).
Thailand — more storage capacity needed for growing gas demand
Gas storage in Thailand is similar to that of Mexico. While there is an increasing supply gap resulting
from fast growing demand and decreasing domestic production, gas imports have absorbed most
of that gap in past years. As mentioned above, Thailand imports gas via pipeline from Myanmar’s
decreasing production and via LNG to its Map Ta Phut terminal. The three tanks at this terminal are
Thailand’s total gas storage capacity, accounting for 0.48 mcm, only above 1% of total gas demand.
As in the previous two cases, the lack of gas storage infrastructure does not contribute to Thailand’s
energy security. This creates an opportunity to increase storage and even develop UGS at some
depleted oil and gas fields, particularly in a context where gas demand is projected to grow.
FSRU could be a solution but not entirely
Additionally, there seem to be two conflicting trends in gas storage globally. While storage capacity
is growing in onshore terminals in mature markets like Korea, Japan and Chinese Taipei, developing
markets tend to prefer building FSRU’s (with less storage capacity) or onshore smaller tanks (IGU,
2019). FSRUs have generally lower initial investment costs and faster construction times but also
substantially less storage capacity than traditional onshore terminals. On average, onshore
terminals have between 0.26 and 0.7 bcm, while FSRUs rarely surpass 0.17 bcm of storage capacity
(IGU, 2019).
While FSRUs offer flexibility and LNG access at a lower cost, in principle, they entail risks and may
require additional storage capacity so as not to compromise gas supply security, particularly in
emerging markets. This is especially relevant to the Philippines and Viet Nam. These two APEC
member economies do not trade LNG currently, but they are both building LNG receiving terminals.
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As they join the global LNG market, it is important for their supply security to develop sufficient gas
storage capacity alongside importing infrastructure. As these emerging gas markets are still in an
early stage of development, there is an opportunity for setting regulation and frameworks that
incentivize investment in gas storage and downstream infrastructure, in general. While investments
in gas storage may seem too expensive, emerging APEC gas importers might benefit from the
experiences and lessons learned in China and Italy.
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5 IMPLICATIONS OF THE DYNAMICS AND
CHALLENGES
As described in the previous chapters, the LNG market is experiencing changes and challenges in
every aspect of the LNG supply chain, starting from LNG project construction, to shipping to LNG
receiving terminals and storage facilities. Table 5.1 lists the implications of each of the dynamics
and challenges that were already mentioned in each chapter. As these implications seems to be
independent of one another, this chapter summarises these implications from three main
perspectives, helping the reader to grasp the conclusion from a bigger picture.

Portfolio model injects robustness to market and ultimately strengthens LNG
supply security
Among the dynamics that have emerged, the rise of portfolio players is certainly a significant trend
that led to the shift of LNG business model – evolving from the traditional point-to-point business
model to a portfolio business model that encompasses flexibility on supply sources and efficient
cargo delivery. The shift of business model also changes the way LNG carriers operate. They are
required to operate in a more complex and flexible manner, such as short notice of shipping
service, uncertain routes to various buyers, shorter contract commitment, ability to divert cargoes,
etc.
The shift of business model bridges between sellers and buyers by enhancing their faith in trade
amid various market risks through the portfolio players’ wealth of capital and LNG assets,
promoting FID of progressing LNG projects and facilitating more trades in a more flexible manner.
This makes the market more robust and liquid, which ultimately strengthens LNG supply security.

Technological advancement contributes to cost efficiency and IMO rules
compliance in LNG shipping
Technological advancement also plays an essential role in the evolving LNG market, especially in
the LNG project development and shipping sectors. The adoption of a modular construction
approach in LNG project construction significantly drives down construction costs and time by
streamlining the manufacturing process. The Yamal LNG project is the best successful example,
where the construction was completed before the scheduled time even under extreme weather
conditions.
The technological improvement in propulsion systems of LNG carriers, ME-GI and X-DF,
significantly reduced the natural BOG rate and improved fuel efficiency, and more importantly,
allowed LNG carriers to comply with IMO rules limiting sulphur and NOx emissions. The stricter
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rules also imply growing demand for LNG as a fuel for LNG carriers, as it is nearly sulphur-free and
has lower NOx emissions.

Government’s role is required for LNG terminal and gas storage development
LNG terminals and gas storage are indispensable facilities to maintain gas supply and demand
security. However, these facilities are usually capital intensive and thus cannot be easily developed
without meeting certain conditions, such as enough demand, stable supply sources, clear legal
framework, etc. It is a great challenge to meet all the conditions, which is why the trend of LNG
terminal and gas storage development does not follow the fast-increasing demand for gas in the
past few years.
Among the required conditions for LNG-related facilities development, legal framework is
/identified as one of the main challenges. Unclear or restrictive regulations can hinder gas supply
and demand security if the market is not liberalised enough and only allows a few stakeholders to
build LNG terminals and gas storage or import LNG. This hindrance could further restrict potential
gas demand growth.
Market participants will not invest in infrastructure unless there are appropriate incentives and a
stable regulatory framework. Therefore, government must take a lead by providing a more
investor-friendly regulatory framework and offering a transparent investment environment to
ensure investment safety, and thus facilitate investment. This can be done through various
instruments such as tax reduction incentives, subsidisation of infrastructure development,
government financing, special office to infrastructure project approval, etc. As the LNG market is
evolving quickly internationally, government is also required to take more actions domestically to
keep up with the trend.
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Table 5.1 • Summary of LNG market’s dynamics, challenges and implications
Dynamics

LNG contracts

LNG project
development

Increasing share of
portfolio players

LNG project
construction

Challenges

Implications

· Contract duration
is changing
· Oil-indexation is
weakening
· More destinationfree contracts
signed

· While long-term
contract is still the
backbone of LNG
development, short-term
and spot market trade
are seeing larger share as
the oil price declines.
· The future of longterm contract still
depends on the price
competitiveness and
demand.

Number of contracts
signed by portfolio
players is increasing.

LNG market may be
dominated by a small
number of LNG
portfolio players.

· More flexibility on
supply sources and more
efficient cargo delivery
· Responding quickly to
fluctuating market
demand
· Promoting FID of
progressing LNG
projects.
· Bridging between
sellers and buyers in a
market transition period

· Cost of LNG
production projects is
ballooning,
· Several factors
contribute to
ballooning:
construction
difficulties, rising
labour costs and
increasing size of LNG
projects.

· Project developers
should be more realistic
about costs
· Adopt modular
construction approach to
minimise costs and
streamline construction
process
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Technology
evolution

· Propulsion
systems evolved.
ME-GI and X-DF are
the most efficient
and advanced LNG
systems.
· Improvements in
containment and
propulsion systems
reduced the natural
BOG rate.

· Increased use of ME-GI
or X-DF leads to higher
usage of BOG.
· Improvements in
technology could
increase the demand for
on-call storage services
from LNG carriers.

Stricter IMO
regulations

· IMO’s stricter
regulations push
LNG carriers to use
· Vessel
obsolescence
increases because of
non-compliance
with environmental
regulations, poor
economics, and lack
of flexibility.

· IMO’s regulations
expected to increase
LNG carrier global
demand for LNG by 6%.
· Obsolete vessels could
be converted into FPSO,
FSRU, and FSU.

Business model
changed to
accommodate
emergence of
portfolio model

· LNG carriers are
required to operate
in more complex
and flexible
conditions because
of the emergence of
portfolio model,
such as uncertain
carrier routes,
shorter contract
commitment, ability
to divert cargoes,
etc.
· Daily charter rates
paid to carriers
depend on the
flexibility that the
carrier offers.

The portfolio model
gives LNG carriers an
opportunity to optimise
their operations via
advanced trading
algorithms in real-time
while increasing
flexibilities to
accommodate complex
services required.

Shipping
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LNG terminal

· Unclear and
restrictive regulatory
framework
· Environmental and
community opposition
concerns delay
terminal construction.

· More clear and
supportive regulatory
framework and guidance
are needed.
· More multi-lateral
communications
between stakeholders
are needed.

Gas storage

· Gas storage capacity
does not expand as gas
production and
demand grow
· Lack of pipeline
network connecting
production or import
region to demand
region

· Utilise depleted gas
fields for storage if
available
· Financial support for
storage construction,
such as tax incentives
· FSRU may be a
solution but capacity
may not suffice.

Infrastructure

Source: APERC analysis.
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